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Two families of boat people arrived at 
Victoria International Airport Thursday 
to be met with hugs and handshakes 
from local sponsors.
The plane carrying a Vietnamese 
family of seven and a Cambodian family 
of four was an hour behind schedule and 
there was some confusion in the crowd 
until the parties recognised each other. 
But when Roger Frampton of the South 
Saanich Anglican Parish stepped for­
ward to greet the Vietnamese, mother 
and daughters re.sponded with a mixture 
of tears and smiles.
For the refugees it was the end of a 
long journey which had been interrupted 
by a stay at a holding centre in 
Edmonton to complete medical tests and 
immigration procedures.
The Cambodian family was spon­
sored by a separate group from Victoria 
but both groups travelled together on 
the same plane and were met at the 
airport by about 25 well-wishers.
After being presented with a bouquet 
of roses the Vietnamese family was 
whisked off to a motel for the time being 
until arrangements can be made for a 
rented home in Saanichton.
Frampton, speaking on behalf of the 
sponsors — from St. Stephen’s and St. 
Mary’s Churches — said the group was 
only informed by authorities of the 
family’s arrival a week beforehand, 
though he said such short notice was 
unusual. The parish had applied to 
sponsor a family back in July.
He said there had been an “incredible 
response’’ within the parish community 
: to a, . call .for Tihancial:. and material 
contributions.
He indicated the sponsors intend to 
work with the Intercultural Fund — a 
group funded by the Capital Regional 
District — to try to find work for the 
family, whose youngest member is 14.
Frampton said he was happy his 
community could “extend these 




Sidney RCMP .said Tuesday morning 
that full details of the 
pedesi rian/automobile accident that 
claimed the lives of two Sidney residents 
will not be known until later this week.
However, RCMP did disclose the 
names of the two killed in the crash 
following notification of next of kin. 
Dead arc 31-ycar-oId Carolyn Lee 
Slansal of 720 Birch Road, North 
Saanich, and her 17-month old son 
Benjamin.
The driver of the truck involved in the 
crash was William lillis, .38, of .3099 
Paisley Drive in Victoria. Ellis is 
currently in satisfactory conditioit in 
hocpiial after sviffering severe shock and 
chest injuries.
rite truck he was driving was badly 
damaged, hilling a lamp post on Birch 
Road after apparently liiiting the two 
pedesi I inns.
In a siaicmeni Monday nigin, Mayor 
Cleoigc Westwood of North Saanich 
said the municipality had recently 




Rev, IJonald Moe of 2429 Amelia in 
Sidney svas one of three Vancouver 
l.slaiid residents killed in a small plane 
crash near Powell River sometime 
Sunday,
The bodies of the three victims -if the 
other two being Mary F.llcn Kingsficld 
and Valerie Wnerch, both of Victoria 
-- were found Monday morning at the 
scene of the crash.
The three were members of the 
t 'hurcli of the Way, 1179 CraigHower 
and were Hying to Campbell River from 
Victoria to establish a new church there,
Accortling to the Search and Rescue 
Co-ordination Centre in Victoria the 
Cessna 172, piloted by Moe, crashed at 
ilic 1,524 metre level of an unnamed 
mouniain about .30 klIomcire.s cast of 
Pb'or nn iin* It r, Mainland.
The plane was first reported missing 
.Sunday after it was overdue on its one 
Hour fllghl schiMiuled to land in 
f'amnhell River at tl am. The wreck nee 
was spotted about 9 a.m. Monday by a 
search plane.
Safe at last after lengthy ordeal, one of teenage daughters of QuitchX*boat people'* family from 
Vietnam receives emotional hug from sponsoring rnember of South Saanich An^ican Parish at 
Viotorh International Airport. r„„ Norm.h Pho,o
people want’
By Ron Norman
North .Saanich council reinforced its 
desire to develop the municipality along 
rural/rcsidcntial lines rather than 
promote industrial development when it 
turned down an invitation to participate 
in the Greater Victoria Economic 
Development Commission Monday 
night.
Despite a convincing presentation by 
commissioner Barry Maybew and 
commission chairman, Aid. Larry Ryan 
of Victoria, council stated that 
“basically North Saanich is not in­
terested in industrial development.’’
Aid, Eric Sherwood told the two 
visitors, “We’re not an industrial area at 
till; about a htilf dozen acres arc zoned 
for industrial development anyway,’’
Sherwood also said Nonli Saanich 
vvas hesiianl to join the commission 
when C'eniial Saanich has just pulled 
out.
Aid. O.B, IMiilip said the official 
community plan docs not envisage any 
more industrial planning, irnd added, 
“It’s just not what the people of North 
Saanich warn and you have to respeef 
that.”
However, Mayhew, in his presen­
tation to cotincil, said that North 
Saaulch could bem,'fit directly and in­
directly from participation in the 
commission,
Mayhew pointed out that labour, land 
and capital arc “all regional in 
character,'' He said that one co­
ordinated economic development 
commission instead of sl.x or seven 
within the Capital Regional District 
makes more sense.
He commented that the single, central 
commission would allow a prospective 
economic developer to go to only one 
source for necessary information.
He added that a co-ordinated 
economic development commi.ssion 
would indicate to the prospective in­
vestor lliat the community at large is in 
favour of orderly economic develop­
ment.
He said that such a commission could 
identify desirable kinds of economic 
development “with n good clmnce of 
being economically viable."
Mayhew warned that the Capital 
Regional Municipalities “have lapsed 
into coiiiplacancy over the last lew
years’’, and need to be more aggressive 
in order to attract the proper kind of 
economic activity.
Mayhew said lliat even if a major 
industry did not develop in North 
Saanich, but instead in Victoria, the 
municipality could still benefit through 
“spin-offs’’. He said the employees 
could possibly live in North Saanich and 
work in Victoria, thus paying property 
taxes and supporting local businesses,
Mayhew closed by saying the type of 
iiuhisliy be would like to see in North 
Saanich would not be “pulp mills", but 
labour intensive, high technology in­




Another major water battle is shaping 
up in North Saanich between Alderman 
Jim Cumming and Mayor George 
Westwood — this time over the supply 
of water in the Ardmore area.
Both men arc members of the Saanich 
Peninsula Water Commission, but take 
diametrically opposite viewpoints with 
regard to the Ardmore question.
Cumming has suggested that the 
current system of water supplied by 
individual wells will not be enough 
should the Ardmore area develop to its 
maximum potential. Cumming has 
therefore asked that the district supply 
piped water to the area.
On the other hand, Westwood, a 
resident of Ardmore himself, has gone 
on record as opposed to piped water at 
this time. Westwood contends the well 
suijfjly is sufficient and taxpayers should 
not be burdened with the cost of in­
stalling a pipeline.
In his brief to council about the 
Ardmore situation Cumming states: 
"The reference to the Ardmore area and 
potential water problems have been 
anticipated and it is believed that the 
ultimate solution is for a pipeline 
supply, since the regulated number of 
homes under the present subdivision 
regulation is 545.”
Curnming adds, "There are now 340 
homes in the Ardmore area so we must 
anticipate a further 200 homes with 
wells, making a further 60 per cent 
increase in water demand.”
Cumming also cautions that with 
further development, waste disposal 
could become a problem. "It is obvious 
that,” he says, “with this potential 545 
homes disposing their Waste water on 
the surface and drawing their fresh 
water supply from approximately 300 
feet below, there is a health risk which 
must be considered.”
Cumming says there' have been 
reports of seawater intrusion . and 
contamination of wells —something 
that has to be considered. ■
Finally, he warns that wells 
■■ throughout the peninsula have dropped 
...far below their, expe^cted del^^^ ,,
''and-“have delivered considerablyyleSk^^^^^ 
water than-; five or six years ago:” He 
cautions that ground water supply is ■ 
dropping on the Peninsula. ^
Cumming’s solution is to supply 
piped water. He suggests this could be 
accomplished in part by having the 200 
new residents put their money into a 
pipeline imstead of a well — which he 
suggests is a questionable water supply 
anyway.
To back up his proposal Cumming 
points to the North Saanich community 
plan which states that residential areas 
with salt water intrusion will only, 
become worse as more development 
places greater demands on the ground 
water reserves. The plan in this case is to 
provide “a community water supply to 
all designated residential areas as a 
proper long term solution.”
Cumming admits that Ardmore, “can
probably continue for several years to 
drill wells and use ground water,” and 
may even be able lo continue to use such 
facilities with projected growth.
However, he says that Ardmore is the 
only reasonably large residential area 
not served with una.ssurcd supply of 
pipeline water. And if served by a 
pipeline will better lumdlc incrcused 
water usage that accompanies increased 
growth. /'t
Finally, Cumming points' to 
provincial government assistance now 
available wliich would see the 
immicipaliiy pay 25 per cent of any
water installations costing over 2Vi mills 
while the provincial government would 
handle the rest.
However, Westwood contends there 
has never been any indication from the 
provincial government that such 
financial assistance will be withdrawn in 
tbc future.
Westwood also pointed out that the 
jKoblcm with the Ardmore water supply 
did not arise until Peudray farms moved 
into the area.
Prior to the Pendray Farms move, a 
water study had shown that ground 
water reserves could easily supply water 
to 545 Ardmore residences, said 
W'estwood.
With the.advenl of the Pendray Farm 
well, Westwood wrote to Rafe Mair, 
minister of the environment, to ask if 
the government could collect data on the 
Pendray well.
The government responded with the 
information that a monitoring system 
had been established in the Ardmore 
area to study both water quality and 
quantity.
Westwood said the results have not 
yet been compiled but that he spoke to
Continued on Page!
owners
Two women will try to storm the all­
mule enclave of Central Saanich coimcil 
this year, when the term,s of three 
aldermen e,■spire. .
The incumbents who will again run 
for office are Aid. Percy Lazarz, a 12- 
ye.ar veteran on cmifteil, Aid. Frank 
Wiiringand Aid, .I.R. Sharpe.
Contesting the seats will he Mrs, Lea 
King, 765 Harding lame, who ran for 
council in 1973 and was defeated, and 
Mrs, Ruth Aruaud. 6509 Rodolph.
Both women arc active mcmb(;r.s of 
, Central Saanich Ratepayers Association 
and both have taken an active part in 
Central Saanicit municipal affairs, 
ailending most mcetitigs of commilice 
as council ob.scrvcrs.
Another term of office which runs out
this year is that of the Central Saanich 
representalive on the hoaril of trustees 
of Sa.'inieh school district, Mrs, Esther 
Galhrailh, 'I’hc other representalive on 
the hoard, Walter Tangye, lias another 
year in sei ve.
On Monday iiiglu’s meeting of 
council aldermen were told lliat one 
member of the police board was retiring 
and couneil had ihe opportunity to 
present two names to the provincial 
iiUoiney general’s dcparlmenl for 
selection of a new member. Aldermen 
will be supplied with a list of names of 
applicants who have indicated a desire 
to serve on this board,




' Pnt Murphy coliiiuni, 
page S
• Watkiiiig*H Ihe thing, not 
Jogging. Sec iitory page 5
• Sports, pages 6, 7
• 92-year-old still drives, 
plays golf, page 11
• Les Moore’s sent out an
SOS to all gardening 
enthusiasts, page 11 
'Classified, page 14
A number of people attended a public 
hearing in Sidney council chambers 
Monday night but there were few 
speakers on the proposed bylaw change 
which will designate Resthaven Island a 
development permit area.
If approved, the move means council 
will have control as to what is built on 
the land, otherwise,’ developers could :; 
build according to zoning, which is 
currently institutional.
Walter: Rogers ’b 
rep^resenting the; Seventh bay Adventist: 
Church, owners of the 11-acre properly^ ■ 
told council the church had not- 
previously: been fully aware of the ; 
implications ; of the proposed) 
development permit.
He said “light had been thrown on it” ) 
and council seemed “pretty well in 
control” of the situation. The church 
was having considerable difficulty 
finding people interested in developing 
the property and when developers did 
become interested as soon as they 
became aware of restrictions on the land 
the value of the property dropped by 
two-thirds, he said.
Obviously unhappy with council’s 
move to declare the land a development 
permit area, Rogers said it was another 
obstacle for the church to cope with 
“and wc have enough now. It really hits 
us hard.”
Aid. Jerry Tregaskis, who explained 
to Rogers that the permit designation 
gave coimcil the flexibility to consider 
all propo.sals on the land, said without 
making Resthaven a development 
permit area, it would be possible, for 
example, for someone to build a 
detoxifying centre of a juvenile 
corrections centre with the current 
institutional zoning.
Aid. Ro.ss Marlin, who said he 
thought Rogers was wondering why 
council fell the need to pm an added 
encumbrance on the property, declared 
he was “prepared to be honest.” It wa.1 
ncccssnry on behalf of the community 
becmisc the property was "a little bit 
special,” because of Its position, the 
views, amenities and Its uniqueness, he 
said, :
Wlicn asked what right council hud to 
“lake on ihcm.scivcs the right to restrict 
the owners", Martin said council had 
the right of authority, had been elected 
to represcrii the community, and was 
supported by the Municipal Act which 
allows council to designate certain areas, 
particularly if it was felt the property 
warranted such a move, "Wc proceed In 
the appropriate circumstances,"
Martin admitted the advantage was 
with the town and community rather 
than the owner and said he would be less 
than honest if he denied that a permit 
designalion area was constricting to the 
property's owners.
However, he said, the permit 
designation might facilitate final 
determination of the property.
■ '■
' ■'.»'
Convinced tliai sometlting liad to be 
done in the Saanichton area to coun­
teract tin; spread of vandalism and 
juvenile delinquency, Central Saanich 
aldermen threw their weight behind a* 
proposal to oprn a drop in t'enlre for 
young people — and it will open on 
Friday.
A lot of the action was provided by 
Mrs, Camille Martin who appeared 
hcloie council committee at a meeting a
week ago Tuesday and asked aldermanic 
and comrminity support for a trial 
period until December. It was, largely, 
conncil’s confidence in Mrs. Marlin 
which brought the centre into being.
Site told' a(d^*rmen flmt iIk* illTrttr'd 
predecessor lo the new project, last 
year’s Brentwood Drop-in Cemre, failed 
because of poor leadership, had ac­
commodation and too ilparse a program 
of activities. The younRsier.s of Central
Saanich deserveil another chance,
Asking for the uso of the old public 
works garage, Mrs. Martin said ili^t sire 
and an assistant would like to involve 
younger clrildrcn hut she needed the 
oippon of coimci! nrul of the cQm 
muriiiy generally if the project was to he 
f.uccessfuL
There was enough money left over 
from the funds rernainlng from the 
Brenivvood group to Idrc a part-time
assistant, slie said,
And there was no doidu in her mind 
that the centre was needed. '
"It's licart-breaking to see the 
reaction of some of these kids — often 
fs om bnd.cn home:, and matiiage:, to 
frcindsliip and warmth. Some of titem 
are going siraiglil up the walls by the 
lime they gel to us and find someone 
wiili whom (hey can talk and in whom 
they can confide," she said.
The aldermen went Into n discussion 
of niggling details but when the proposaJ
was presented at the regular meeting of 
council last Monday evening ns a course 
of action, they unanimously supimrted 
*i>
Aid. Sharpe said that Mrs. Martin 
had moved fast and was prepared to 
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PHONE 385-5500
Private dance Smmly’
A private dance held 
Saturday night at the 
Knights of Pythias Hall in 
Sidney caused numerous 
problems for Sidney 
RCMP.
Police said youths at the 
dance were “unruly” and 
one Sidney youth was 
•msamt
charged with causing a 
disturbance as a result.
An RCMP spokesman 
added that liquor, though 
not allowed in the hall, was 
present.
A local man was taken 
into custody and charged 
following a break-in at the
DIHlifS rnilBS
Saanich school board office 
over the weekend.
In other police news this 
week a vehicle parked near 
John Road was vandalized 
Saturday night. A tape 
deck, speakers and a pair of 
skates totalling some S200 
were also taken.
Similarly, a trailer on 
Beacon Avenue and 
Seventh Street was van­
dalized to the tune of more
than $300 Saturday night.
RCMP also reported a 
total of five bicycles stolen 
this week, but only one was 
recovered.
In addition, RCMP made 
seven liquor seizures, 
charged one man with 
impaired driving and a 
youth with being a minor in 
possession, and handed out 









Open Mon. Thru Sot. 9 o.m. • 8 p.m 




OPEN DAILY 11 AM
FINE CANADIAN & 
CHINESE FOOD








Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner Daily 
Sunday Brunch 11:30 and 1:30 
7172 Brentwood Drive
652-2413
MR. CHARLES FAMILY 
STEAK HOUSE
Open 11 am to 9 pm 
Monday thru Saturday
Rsrzl Oak Shopping Centre 
•LICENCED- 479-7313 




OPEN FfSOM 5 P.M. DAILY 
(CLOSED TUES.)
(Formerly Trarman's Steak House)




■'HomestYle Cooking and Baking 
at Old Fashioned Prices"




Foot of Beacon Ave.
OCEAN VIEW
Try our famous salad bar 







THURSDAY S SUNDAY 
StAORGASBORD DINNER 
WEDNESDAY EVENING










3 Bdrm., IV2 baths, 
L.R., K., D.R., 
on Tryon Road.
LEASE AVAILABLE 
Asking SSOO.00 Mon. 
Information Call Ron Stewart 
112-271-3100 
after 5 p.m. 112-943-9930
Ambulance personnel lower Evelyn Waller 
of Sidney onto stretcher following severe 
two-car crash' at comer of Resthaven Drive 
and Brethour Road Oct. 11. Waller
sustained fractured ribs while driver of other 
car, Andrew Hill, also of Sidney, suffered 




4 X 8 X ’A"
Reg. >9“ Spec. |
^ SHEET
OBYSSM
STEAK. PIZZA S SPAGHETTI HOUSE
Evening Dining in Fine, 
Medrteraniah Tradition
■ RESESVATHWS - 656-559S 
TAKE OUTS - 656-5597 
;Mon.-Sot. 11 o.m.-2 o.mP 
Sundoy 11 c.m. • Midnight>
5tha ftedcOT Sidney
BEACON AVE.. SIDNEY, B.C.
The Finest in 
■ Family Dining 





I® Soijal (@ak 3nit
4680 ELK LAKE DR.
• V/ctor/o, B.C.
STRATHMORE DINNING ROOM
a traditional Lnglish atmosphere '
7 Days a Week 5:30 to 10:30 
featuring
THE THATCH DISCO
Two liveliest dance lloors in Victoria 
Open - Mon. to Sat.
~ p.m. to ? a.m. 658-5231
Sea> Breeie Cafe
9776 - 4th St. , Sidney ;
Behind the Post Olirce
— SPECIALIZING IN-
FISH 8 CHIPS 
BreakfasMunch-dinner 
Open Daily 7:30 AM - 7:30 PM 





2046 KEATING X RD. 652-1121
SERVING THE PENINSULA WITH A FULL 




A sLx-month, $190,000 
advertising campaign, to 
promote safe driving habits 
in British Columbia, has 
been announced today by 
Transportation, Com­
munications and Highways 
.Minister Alex V. Fraser.
The advertising firm of 
Baker Lovick Ltd., has 
been retained by the motor 
vehicle branch to conduct 
the campaign, and the; 
major themes will be seat 
belt use and safe driving.
“We want to generate a 
positive public attitude 
TONvards seat belt use and 
encourage overall safe 
driving. The continuity of 
the message is important if 
the amount of seat belt use 
is to be increased,” said the 
■minister. ,
The ! campaign will be 
carried on prime-time 
television to reach all parti 
of the province, and press 
releases will be sent to talk 
show hosts, dailies, 
weeklies and feature 
writers.
Among subjects covered 
will be winter driving as 
well as seat belt use and 
general driving safety.
We’E sue coimcil, 
say residents
HAMBURGERS - FISH & DHIPS 
- ICE CREAM 
Eat • Phone in • Take out 
at tho X-Rood Mt. Nowton 
& East Soanich 
552-9313




VILLAGE SQUARE in Brentwood
OPEN: Tuoj, lo Thufs. 4-11 p.m, 
Fri, 4 Sol. 11 o.m.-t o;m. 
Sunday 5-9 p.m,




/Itsos 1 CANOE COVE 
MARINA
Doll/ 8:30o,m, to 4:30 p.m,
6$6-239S i
'M16.4ll<S«..ldn*y 





Slnmln} — TFuntlir It 'fwiiml/MM, 














SOUPS A SALADS 
TAKE OUTS




9786 - 2nd STREET
(NEXT TO SIDNEY FIREPLACE)
•CUSTOM CUniNG •PORTION CUTTING 
•FREEZER CUTTING •RETAIL CUTTING
-WE USE ONLY GRADE 'A' ALBERTA GRAIN FED BEEF-
North Saanich council has been 
threatened with legal action by a group 
of residents of Falkirk Avenue unless it 
acts upon the residents’ requests within 
30 days.
The group has asked council to 
reimburse them for more than $3,000 
for the paving of two sections of Falkirk 
Avenue.
The residents charge that council 
refused to waive a bylaw requiring an 
asphalt surface for 96 feet of Falkirk 
Avenue when it had waived the bylaw in 
a similar case for another North Saanich 
resident.
Council discussed the letter briefly at 
Monday night’s meeting and then 
referred it to committee A where it will 
be examined.
Council also asked that the 
municipality’s solicitor be asked for a 
legal opinion.
The letter, signed by three residents of 
Falkirk ' Avenue including Susan 
McGregor, A.K. Johnston, and R.A.C. 
Bayne, charged that council made a 
similar waiver for the asphalt paving 
requirement in favour of John Shimizu 
for his Aboyne Avenue extension.
The letter protested “the unjust and 
inequitable treatment of North Saanich 
residents by North Saanich council 
regarding road surface standards.”
The letter also stated the three 
residences on Falkirk were required to 
conform to the municipal bylaw which 
required the two sections of Falkirk 
Avenue to be paved by Sept. 21,1979.
The letier^so charges that a request 
for a waiver from Susan McGregor had 
been under consideration by committee
B for “some months”, and that in the 
spring of this year “Mrs. McGregor was 
verbally assured by the council members 
present that the paving requirement for 
the 96 feet of Falkirk Avenue would be 
waived.”
McGregor then states that on July 27, 
1979 she received a letter from the 
municipality notifying her that her 
waiver request had been denied.
“We strongly believe that a waiver of 
a municipal bylaw for one North 
Saanich resident should therefore apply 
to other North Saanich residents who 
are also in the same situation and who 
also requested a waiver in the same by­
law,” says McGregor in the letter.
The three residents told council they 
had enclosed the paving bills for one 
section of Falkirk Avenue and “request 
that council now take the responsibility 
for paying for it.”
The Johnstons also asked for 
reimbursement of the $2,975 they spent 
on paving their part of Falkirk .Avenue.
Aid. Eric Sherwood informed council 
that Shimizu case had not been waived 
at all. He said that all residents on 
Aboyne .Avenue had petitioned council 
to downgrade the road and Shimizu just 
happened to be included in the group.
Sherwood said the situation was not 
the same with the Falkirk Avenue 
paving.
However, Aid. John Lapham 
disagreed, commenting that council 
“has given one standard to one person 
and another standard to another per­
son.”
“Now we’ve got ourselves into a real 
hornets’ nest,” said Lapham.
Enter our "Door Prize" Draw
25 lb. AUTUMN PACK
To be drawn Oct, 24/79
Opening Special 
HIND QUARTER lb. *1”
Continued from Page 1
Dr. J.C. Foweraker Friday afternoon 
and Foweraker indicated that “it seems 
there is very little mutual interference, if 
any,”
Westwood said the complete results 
should be available later this winter or in 
the early spring, and should indicate at 
that time if the ground water aquifer for 
the area is sufficient for the residential 
area.
Westwood disagrees that the water 
supply is in danger and said that if it
should be in danger in the future due to 
some strange happening, the district 
would still be in the position to supply 
piped water to the area. “It is only 
prudent to plan this way,” he said.
He said pipeline is unnecessary at this 
time, “and a free and easy use of 
taxpayer's money with only very sketchy 
facts available at present,”
He said he would rather see the 
monitoring system continue and see 
what happens to water quality and 
quantity should water usage increase.
SIDNEY'S FAMILY BUTCHER SHOP 
Phono 656-7535 or 656-5263
EHTERTOMEHT eniDE
Wheri to t()ke your vlBlto .
ARDMORE GOLF COURSE, 930 Ardmore Dr. A We.st Saanich Rond, Sidney
A cozy 9"holcr, ideal for families. Beautiful sce;^cry and special iwihght rates for 9-hole 
game. Clubs and cart rentals — picnic and barbecue facilities — swimming bench, Phone 
656-4621.
BRENTWOODINN, 7172 BrciHwood Drive, Ilreiilwood. 652-2413.
SALMON FISHING, Boat Rental. Guided FUliIng Trips (all inclusive)
Family fishing in the protected Saanich Inlet, Brentwood Boat Rentals (1971) Ltd. at the' 
Ferry Dock, Brentwood Bay. Phone 652-1014.
HOTEL SIDNEV. 2537 Beacon Ave., Sidney. 656-I3II
Tuesday night, Pure Country featuring Rob Hollis with Norm Wlnquist and Ralph 
Nieforth in the lounge 8-12 p.m. Wednesday night, 8-12 p.rn. is Talent Night in the I*u)i. 
Fri & SHl.,Oel. 19 A 20 Country Rock with Silver Slineam in the Pub 8 - iZp.rn,
THE PRAIRIEINN, comer Mt. Newton X Hoads and East Saonich Rd. 656-1575
Relax by the liie and liucn to live entciiaimnent wliiic playing Ciicss, Criubage, Clictkcis, 
Backgammon, Darts or Pool.
ROYAL OAK INN. 46110 Ok Lake Dr., Victoria, 6SB-5231
. Dii-u D.iiiciug i',! "hit Tliatcli McauLty to rtv.uulay on the two !ivc!lc.;( dance floor;', in
Victoria. No cover charge except Friday-Saturday, ‘
SIDNEY TRAVELODt;E, 22*0 Beoeon Ave., Shlney. 656-1176
Fonties PliC* every Friday and Saturday night 9 - 2 a.m,, dance to the music of the 50'»
featuring in the Lounge, Hay Marquette, Country/ f olk Music, 8:lMJ p.m. to Midnight.
It's Fun — It's Affordable
Bound-A-Dout Is on oxcitlno children's clothing store with a dilforonco.
It is owned and oporatod by a mothoiVdaughter toam, Rosomnrv Stownri and Roso- 
mary Cardinal, As mothers thomsolves they beliovod Victoria nootloci a children's cloth­
ing store that could supply fnmilios with CiOOD QUALITY gnrmonts m sincerely afford­
able prices. So late in 1978 they opened their unique little shop m 1005 View Street 
(upstnirsl, and they have hod fantastic foodbock from their many aatisfiod customers.
''ParonlB hvivo spread tho good word obout Round-A-Bout", says Rosemary C, 
"Most parents like to bargain hunt, ond with inflation causing ridiculous prices for new 
children's clothes, this store fulfills a duel role,
"They can get a cash return on used clothes brought in (or consignment sales, ond 
then turn around and purchase quality used items at a reasonable cost." Clothing and 
accessories for babies up to size 10 are brought into tho store on consign­
ment, ond every precaution has boon made to keep prices .as low os possible. Used 
maternity wear is also available and has proven a real plus for expectant mothoro who 
dread spending lots (or clothes only worn (or nix months, Now they can purchase fun 
clothes (or day ond ovonlng (or just a few (Jollars,
The impression of Round-A-Bout's charming interior is one of imagination and com­
fort. Parems like bringing llreir cltildteiY down to the store too, becauso they too like 
having a say in what they wear. Although for mrrny kids the play area Is tho big nitrac 
tion. Still the best attraction is the cost. Most Items are used of co use, but their con­
dition in Immaculnto and the prices are low,
Round-A-Bout customers are thrilled with 
their budflet-conscious discovery, Drop by
and become one of the many.
Hours: Tuesday - Saturday, 10 a.m, - 5 p.m. 
1005 View m-m2
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Four Sidney people were taken to Saanich 
Peninsula Hospital following two-car 
collision at comer of Bowerbank Road and 
Ardwell Avenue which left one car crushed 
against power pole and other in middle of 
intersection. Taken to hospital were drivers
William Radcliffe and Violet Keen, and 
passengers Maurice and Mary Webb, A 
resident on scene at time of accident reported 
homeowners in area have made repeated 
requests for four-way stop sign at corner and 




Meetings held in the last 
few months by senior 
citizens hoping to form a 
group in Brentwood area 
have paid off. Central 
Saanich council has offered 
assistance in securing 
premises for activities and a 
meeting will be held at 2 
p.m., Oct. 24 in Brentwood 
Community Hall to discuss 
the project.
At the present time, there 
is no organization in the 
municipality for retired 
people who would like to 
engage in the kind of ac­
tivities available in other 
areas.
Under the federal New 
Horizons program, 
however, financial 
assistance is available, for 









Vandalism has reached crisis point in 
Central Saanich, says police chief Bob 
Miles, but although he wants more staff 
to cope with the problem, extra men in 
uniform is not the entire solution, he 
says.
The answer lies with the community, 
he believes, and with this in view, 
residents are urged to attend a meeting 
at 7:30 p.m., Oct. 23 at Stelly’s school. 
Sponsored by Central Saanich 
Ratepayers’ Association, people will 
have an opportunity to voice their 
concerns at the meeting and make 
suggestions for a plan of action.
A panel of guests moderated by 
University of Victoria sociology 
professor Dan Koenig includes crown 
prosecutor Richard Law; probation 
officer Susan Langlois;'police chief Bob 
Miles: RCMP Staff Sgt. Ted Foster, 
crime prevention co-ordinator; resident 
Bruce McLeod and Frank Preston, 
representing the civil liberties 
association.
“We’re; trying to present as many
different points of view as possible with 
our selection of panelists,’’ ratepayers 
association director Mrs. Ruth Arnaud 
said Friday.
She said Miles had addressed 
ratepayers in May on vandalism and 
quoted projected figures to the end of 
the year. However, when he spoke to 
members again in September the in­
crease in vandalism was higher than 
anticipated and, in fact, the police chief 
told ratepayers the situation was rapidly 
reaching crisis point.
Mrs. Arnaud said lack of recreational 
services and transportation may be a 
contributing factor to the municipalities 
vandalism problem.
“Youngsters tend to be isolated,’’ she 
said. She pointed put there was no 
movie house within a reasonable 
distance ; and teenage club activities like 
Sidney’s STAG were too far away.
“There’s no public transportation,” 
she said. VI grew up on a farm five miles 
out of Ontario and I can understand 
sbifte of the problems.”;:
fetiKite
PROFESSIONAL WATCH 
& RING REPAIRS. 







Erik Lund Jane Sloan
Jane Stoan Photography is now allied with 
Central Photo Inc. of Victoria.
See our Portrait Display now on view in the upper 
mall. Town Square, 5th and Beacon. ;
Phone 656-5311 or477-022i‘- ’ '
NOW ON DISPLAY IN THE UPPER MALL:
A PORTFOLIO OF PORTRAITPHOTOGRAPHS by Jane Sloan & Erik Lund
You are invited to view between 10 a.m. & 4 p.m. (ENTER YOUR NAME FOR A FREE 16”x20” PORTRAIT)
Home of:
ALISA’S FINE FABRICS   ............656-58311
THE CAT’S WISKERS .................................... ...... .656-3342
THE HAPPY COOKER ..................656-4711
JUS-RITE PHOTOS......... .......................................... .656-6613
P.A.L.S. CHILD CENTRE .....................656-7822
PINK KITTEN BEAUTY SALON .................... 656-2233
FINE
FABRICS
“Taste and ingenuity, with a smnil amount of cash, wiil enable 
n lady to appear always fashionably attired...
(Godncy's Lady's Book 1845)




Kodak TELE-EKTRA 1 Camera Outfit 
•22-mm lens for normal shots, 44- 
tnm lens for telephoto.
•Automatic viewfinder 
magnification for telephoto shots.
•Hinged camera case doubles as 
handle for steadier shooting,
•Accepts Kodak Ektron II Model A 
Electronic Flash.
•Complete with llipllash, Kodacolor 













f; , Exciting New










Aiillior Lcttiine Jones will present Ihe movie of Iter book for 
children colled ''Hi\NOK”. It Is llluslruled by Amlrtiy Young 
Oppel and narrated by Gordon Jones.
Children with a parent, and other interested people arc 
Invited. It will be held at P.A.L.S. CHILD CENTRE in the 
Town Square in Sidney, Upper Mall, lOiOO a.m,, Saturday, 
October 28th, 1979.
Movie is free of charge.
ni Miii Mi iiin
Pink Kitten Beauty Salon
PRESENTS
ISLE OF ALOE 
SKIN CARE TREATMENT
(For Men and Women)
•Natarnl Face l.lfts 
•Healing Powem of Aloe Plant




WALLACE DR. & W. SAANICH RD.
We Reseive The Right To Limit Quantities
PRICES EFFECTIVE: Oa. 18, 19, 20 & 21, 1979
mr
SCHNEIDERS KENT FLETCHERS FLETCHERS I
Bacon Beef Sausage Pork Sausage
^ 1 19Y H i y ^ 1 MaW1 PKT. 1 LB. 1 LB. 1 1
LARGE
Spareribs
GOOD FOR SWEET & SOUR
.89«
FAMILY PAK
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A learning 
experience
The ideal alderman would be a com­
bination of the visionary and the pragmatist, 
but one rarely finds the two qualities in the 
same individual. What usually happens is that 
a council breaks into factions, one of which 
looks far into the future and follows the 
dream of what the community could be in the 
ideal state, and the other is more concerned 
about there here and now, the realities of 
sewers and drains and parks — and, above 
all, costs.
There was an interesting passage-at-arms at 
a meeting of Central Saanich council recently 
which illustrated this division but the nice 
thing about it was that the discussion was 
conducted without acrimony. It was a 
civilized exchange of views and a learning 
experience for all involved.
It was over the development of a piece of 
land off Keating X Road — about 30 acres 
which would divide into some 123 lots. 
Sewerage has been provided for by the 
developer and the whole project, in the words 
of one alderman, has been given a “go” by 
council which designated this area as the next 
to be developed.
The visionary viewpoint was offered by 
Aid. Dave Hill, who thought that, when 
council was considering cost-charge bylaws 
for development, it should be thinking and 
acting on a scale bigger than a 30-acre parcel.:
Why riot look at the whole rriunicipality in 
terms6f}bigzoriesiTurgo6sePoint,Bren- 
twQod^dkeatirig, suggested^d. Hill? Why 3 
not think big — in terms of 1,000 acres oT 
more, rather than 20 or 30 or 50-acre parcels? . 
With a lorig-rarige concept which would take 
into consideration all the needs, present and 
i future, of an area the costs of sewers, parks, 
drairiage, roads and everything else could be 
spaced over a number of years. This year’s 
land buyers would not be saddled with the 
whole* overall present and future costs nor 
would they evolve on the municipality. It 
would be an equitable distribution, 
distribution.
All very well to think in terms of big zones 
and long periods of time, said City Clerk Fred 
Dun'and, but it was also a fact that Central 
Saanich was largely a farm-land municipality 
— 70 to 80 per cent, in fact — and such land 
was under the Agricultural Land Reserve and 
not available for development.
The fact was, Durrand said, that the 
municipality was fast running out of 
developable land and those areas left v/ould 
not be big tracts, but small parcels, just like 
this one on Keating. The community plan just 
didn’t envisage heavy residential development 
in Central Saanich and it was doubtful if 
ratepayers would allow it.
Aldermen did concede that it might be well 
to think on a bigger scale in the future than 
they had in the past. It. might be well to think 
of development not for one small area of 
Keating but of the whole Keating ridge >— but 
not at this stage in the game. That was a 
consideration allowed for in a future phase of 
the community plan.
Hill was overwhelmed by the votes of his 
colleagues on council but not before he had 
won from them the admission that it would be 
wise to “think big” in the future. He served a 
useful purpose as a catalyst. Such people are 
valuable.
Max. Tamp. (Oct. 9) ......... 21.5°c








Record Min. (Oct. 10/14,
1969) .........................................0.0
Moon Tomp...................11.0®c
Precipltotion .............. 529.B mm
Rain ...................................1.2 mm
Snow ........................................
Total for Yeor............... 396.7 mm
Sunshine .........................36.4 hrs.
Total fopYear ...........2,023.2 hrs.
RESEARCH STATION
Max. Tomp. (Oct. 8/79) ..21.0°c 
Min. Temp. (Oct. 8 & 12) . .7.0°c
Min. on grass (Oct. 8 & 11) . .2.0
Procipitotlon .................22.6 mm
Toto! ............................ 399.9 mm
Sunshirto ........................34.3 hrs.
THE TIDE GUIDE
Brought to you through the courtesy of
<hdb wkqU manm^
'Yi-
new and used • sail and power
656-7286 10431 Resthaven 
(corner Harbour Rd. & Resthaven.)
FULFORD HARBOUR 
Time.s Shown are "Standard Times"
Local woman goes through daily practice of walking her dog despite foggy weather.
Thu. 0315 8.6 0845 5.6 1525 10.0 2150 5.0
Fri. 0410 8.9 0940 5.9 1550 9.8 2215 4.4
Sat. 0500 9.2 1010 6.3 1605 9.7 2235 3.7
Sun. 0545 9.5 1045 6.7 1620 9.7 2315 3.2
Mon. 0620 9.8 1130 7.1 1655 9.6 2335 2.7
Tue. 0705 10.0 1210 7.5 1710 9.6
Wed. 0010 2.4 0800 10.2 1305 7.8 1745 9.5
Chapel of Roses
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Letters to the editor
For clarification
I would appreciate the opportunity of replying to 
Mayor Sealey’s remarks in a letter to the editor in your 
Oct. 10 edition.
First, I would like to say it is perhaps unfortunate that 
Mayor Sealey misinterpreted “criticism” as being 
“confrontation”. Personally, I have made a number of 
attempts to speak with her on the subject of the break­
water, having been closely associated with the subject 
for over two years now. However, there has been a 
communication problem; my phone calls to that office 
go unanswered, and letters appear to have been 
disregarded. Fresh information does not get transmitted 
in those circumstances.
The “ad hoc” committee has only met three times, I 
believe, 'since it was formed in February by council; 
hardly what I would call a dynamic, moving group on a 
subject as important as this.
Of course, there are other issues to be addressed by 
council! However, there is a large body of opinion — 
including that of the whole of the chamber of commerce 
and most, if not all, the merchants on Beacon Avenue 
who feel this should be a priority item. There is no other 
project in Sidney with the financial and social 
significance as the breakwater. It can provide jobs — 
both directly and indirectly — and if can give this town a 
vhealthy base for the future. ^ 0
As the editorial of the same issue stated:"a positive 
Statement regarding its currenf position on the break-" 
water would clear up doubts m^y people seem to have 
regarding council’s position on this issue.” These are 
not my words; they are from the press and the public, I 
believe.'
1 must also take issue with the allegation the mayor 
made regarding my involvement with both the “ad hoc” 
committee and an interested private development 
group. At no time, to date, have 1 represented any 
private or special interest group. I am interested in 
anyone who will build a breakwater, and if one chooses 
to communicate with me on breakwater matters, I am 
receptive.
Now, if council had decided that they were going to 
undertake development of the breakwater, or they were 
awaiting proposals to mull over from the private sector, 
then 1 could see a possible conflict of interest situation 
. . . at this point in time, no'such decision has been 
made, to my knowledge.
Concerning “further studies”, the headline in the 
Oct. 3 edition said just that! Indeed, there are out­
standing matters that have to be looked into, and could 
have been looked into during the past year, but the 
issues being pursued now are irrelevant, at this point in 
time. Council must decide on what role it is going to 
play, and it has a scenario script from the 1978 studies, 
prompted, funded and researched through the chamber 
of commerce’s initiative and efforts. From this, council 
should be able to decide what direction it will take as 
official proponent.
1 have “no bones to pick” with Ihe mayor; it would 
just he nice lo have some action and communic.niion.




without receiving a credit against their future water 
purchases.
After three years on the Deep Cove Water District 
and three years on North Saanich council, I am looking 
forward to “whistling” Colonel Bogey on Monday 
night while I wait to watch “Little House on the 
Prairie” — their stories generally have a moral or lesson 
to be learned.
Aid. Bob Thompson 
North Saanich council
For the record
60 YEARS AGO 
From the Ocl. 16,1919 Issue 
A party consisting of Me.ssrs. W.J. Hambley, W. 
Vcitch, R. Coward ond J. Notion went to Salt Spring 
Island Iasi Friday where they spent several days hunting. 
Mr. Hambley got a large deer, and W. Vcitch a smaller 
one. It is said tha^ the one shot by Mr. Hambley is the 
largest taken off the Island this year.
SO YEARS AGO 
From the Oct. 11,1929 issue 
Several .\mericans from California arc looking over 
the Saanich Peninsula at the present time and buying up 
property suitable for I'uiurc liomei, In conversotion 
with a pmkinan ftuin Li>!» Angdes rtcwuly wc weic 
informed that very few of Uncle Sam’s citlrens know of 
our wonderful climaetic conditions the year round.
40 VEAm AGO.
From the 0cl, IS, 1939 issue 
An editorial in this issue cmitlcd "Shooting on 
Sundays" provided the following: Many dtirens were 
amazed lait Sunday to find the area of North Saanich 
throw open to hunters from all dlrcciions.
Many have asked why 1 urn not running for North 
Saanich council for the next two-year term, In the in­
terests of the miinleipaHiy 1 trust ytni will see tit to print 
the following.
With a guaranteed supply of water from Sookc Lake 
now delivered to our borders at a reasonable price; 
frankly l am no longer interested in exposing myself or 
listening to otiiers be reprimanded anti exposed to 
unbelievable vilification when they tio not agree or think 
along with our chief executive officer — council 
meetings can be too long and too frequent for this 
exposure.
Secondly. I do not agree with the sy.stcm; I do not 
agree that a community of 5,000 should have to pay an 
exorbitant amount of money to six aldermen and a 
mayor plus consultants when they have a well-paid, 
efficient staff to administer the affairs of the com­
munity.
1 do not agree that the mayor should also be the 
community’s representative on the Capital Regional 
District — no man can properly serve two masters. Our 
mayoi'.s .stand against the whole council’s feeling.*) 
against CRD’s intention of changing the letters patent 
with regard to the Peninsula Water Commission is an 
excellent exaiiipie.
1 do not agree with Aid, Jerry Tregaskis (Sidney 
council) and Mayor Westwood being; paid foi their 
meetings on the Peninsula Recreation Commission and 
the Peninsula Water Commission when all others are 
not reimbursed.
I do not agree with the fact that some 600 members of 
the Deep Cove water system should turn over $.100,0t)0 
In surplus ns5et.s to the municipality ol North Saanich
In regard to your article on Mayor Westwood, some 
of the implications contained therein should be put in 
correct perspective. This letter will clarify one area.
The “great success story” in recreation must, in all 
fairness, be attributed to past commission members. 
George Westwood had little, if anything, to do with the 
concept of, and events leading to, the provision of the 
Panorama Leisure Centre. That was the work of such 
people as Ray Hitchin, Ross Martin, Bob Hope, Norma 
Sealey, Wilf Price, Lois Walsh, Jerry Tregaskis and 
-myself./
George’s present role as recreation commission 
member is*'6ccasi'oned by a' mEmdatbry ruling by the 
Capital Regional District that regional directors be on 
that commission, and not by any particular indicated 





As a member for the past two years of North Saanich 
council, 1 find it difficult to recognize Mayor Westwood 
in the whistling mayor you described in your Sept. 19 
issue.
I have never heard the mayor whistle and council 
meetings are far from being the happy, pleasant affairs 
your remarks imply.
The mayor does not work full-time in that capacity. 
Separately from his duties as mayor he works for the 
Capital Regional District and he is paid by them as a 
director, as a water commissioner and as a recreation 
commissioner,
He may wish to keep the “gentle way of life” but he 
has not voted consistently for it and 1 have no 
recollection of him doing so in “the teeth of fierce 
opposition”.
He may be “fairly pleased with the results of his 
leadership”, but the question is whether he has any 
ren.son to be. By the Municipal Act it is his duty to cause 
the law for the improvement .and good government of 
the municipality to be duly executed and put in force, 
Your readers surely deserve your assessments of how 
well he has discharged this duty. In your view, for svhat 
improvements can the mayor personally take credit?




The article on Mayor George Westwood did not 






Pastor Ernie Kratofil 
Phone
Saanichton Elementary School 
1649 Mt. Newton X Rd.
10:00 a.m. 
11:00 a.m.




Sunday, Oct. 21 
9:30 a.m. Mattins








7:30 p.rn'. Praise &
Worship
Rev. Ivan Futter 
652-2812 
Office 652-4311 














Family Service and . 
Sundoy School 
11:00 a.m.
Rev. Melvin H. Adorns 
Office: 652*2713 
Manse 652-5644 
Family Service . 
Sundoy School 
SHADY CREEK 
7180 East Soanich Rd, 
9:45 a.m. 
BRENTWOOD 
7162 West Saonich Rd. 
11:15 o.m.
Boby Fold Provided
OUR LADY OFTHE 
ASSUMPTION 
7726 W. Saanich Road 
Saturday Mass 5:30 p.m. 
Sunday Mass 9:00 a.m.
ST. ELIZABETH’S 
CHURCH
10030 Third St., Sidney
' ' /Sunday^Masses^ : 














Oct. 23-26 7:30 p.m,












7:30 p.m, Wednc.sday 
Prayer
ALL ARE WELCOME 
Pastor H.E. Dawes 
656-6940
NetvSTAGclub
1 would like to take this opportunity to inform your 
readers of ilic grand opening of a new STAG.
The Saanicliton Teen Activity Group will be opening 
its doors for the first time on Friday, 7 to 11 p.m. — for 
all teenagers aged 13 to 18. Tltcre will he free pop, 
compliments of Gray Beverages, donuts, compliment.s 
of I’hii’s Bakery, and a door prize, compliments of CK-
The centre is located next to the old fire hall, on the 
corner of Wallace Drive and East Saanich Road. U will 
be operating Sunday.s. 7 lo 10 p.m.; Mondays, 7 to 9;30 
p.m. and Fridays, 7 to 11 p.m, In addition, there will be 
an open gym nigld m Brentwood elementary school 
every Thursday, 7 to 9 p.m. Floor hockey equipment 
will be snppHed. All programs are free of charge. For 
furiber information, please call 656-1211,9 o.m, to 4;30 
p.m,, Monday to Friday,
( would also like to take this opportunity, on behalf 
of Central Ss'iinleh youth and tnyrelf, to thnni: Centrnl 
















7;00 p.m. Praise &. Share 
Thurstlny
7:00 p.m. Bible Study 
"Preaching the Christ- 





9<)25 FIFTH STREE T, 
SIDNEY, B.C. 
Sundnv Services 
10:(X) a.in. Sunday School 






"With Christ at heart 
and you in mind.”
Anglican Church of Canada '
THE PARISH 





Sunday, October 21 
8:00 a.m. Holy
Communion 















Tuc.sday, Oclubcr 23rd 
at 7:15 p.m,
RUMMAGE SALE 
10;0() a,m, this Friday. 
Rector




Meets each .Sunday 
Keating Klein. School 
6843 Central Saanich Rd.
Lord’s Supper 9:30 a.m, 
l-'ainily Service 11:00 a.m. 
Cottage
Nlcciing 7:00 p.m, 
Phone
6564730 652-2669
The Church By The Lake
Elk Lake
Community Baptist 















7008 W, Saanich Rd. 
Brentwooil Bav 





2295 Wclicr Ave. 











9:45 a.m. Svindity 
School





6:30 p.m. Pioneer 
Girls
Wednesday
7:30 p.m, Bible Study 
& Prayer
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as a matter of fact .
by
pat miirpliy
There’s a meeting coming up next week, a report of 
which will be found elsewhere in this issue of The Review, 
which may be one of the most important held in a long time 
in Central Saanich. It deals with a problem for which there 
is no apparent solution.
Vandalism in Central Saanich, as'in other municipalities, 
has become a major concern and is, in fact, reaching the 
crisis point. The senseless, mindless destruction of property 
has gone on for a long time and seems to be growing worse. 
Why, one asks. Why do they do it?
It’s not a matter of gain. Most often there is no theft 
associated with the acts. It’s just a wild, crazy orgy of 
destruction — and nearly always by young people.
Police departments all over are asking for more men to 
try and patrol the areas of potential destruction or pursue 
the miscreants after the act, but that doesn’t seem to be the 
answer. There’s no way a police department can cover all 
the areas where vandalism can and does take place. It’s 
usually a hit-and-run thing, smashed windows, broken 
furniture and even incendiarism.
The obvious answer is anger. They are angry, enraged 
in fact, and they are taking it out on anything and 
everything. It would seem to be the same motive which 
governs the young people in big cars who roar up and down 
the streets in Victoria and Sidney and everywhere else 
sneering and making obscene gestures at anyone who 
catches their eye.
The next question one has to ask is: what have we done 
to them that they hate us so — or do they hate us — or is 
hate the real reason for their actions? It seems reasonable 
to assume that if their actions are motivated by anger they 
would like to hit and destroy those they feel are respon­
sible. Hitting people could land them in jail so they strike 
out at property and vent their rage against the public by 
damaging its institutions. That, perhaps, is why public 
buildings are so often hit.
The next question, 1 suppose is: what have we done or 
not done to generate such hostility? In terms of material 
things the kids of today would seem to be better off than 
any preceding generation. They have more money to 
spend; they have cars and they certainly have more 
freedom of action in an age which is more permissive of 
individual rights, even inside the family, than any in the 
past.
It is also true, of course, that there are more broken 
homes and sundered marriages, more drinking and drug­
taking and promiscuity — all on the part of adults and 
parents — than ever before and anyone who thinks that 
this sort of instability is not reflected in the children, is 
detached from reality.
It may also be true that there is less love in the home than 
there has been in the past. The very dearth of material 
things tended to bring families together and there was a 
sharing and a caring that doesn’t exist today.
1 realize the above sounds prosy and grandfathcrish and, 
perhaps, simplistic — but it’s bloody well true. 
Psychologists, sociologists and medical people will tell you 
the same thing but it will be couched in academic 
doubletalk.
The plain fact is that there’s less love around and the 
young people feel its absence. Without it they are hurt and 
angry and this translates into vandalism. Smash something 
and perhaps the empty feeling will go away.
1 really don’t know if there is an answer to this problenr. 
If there is it probably isn’t an easy one.
Perhaps it is illustrated in the indecision on the part of 
Central Saanich council to let some interested and caring 
people open a drop-in centre in a disused municipal garage 
in Saanichton. The reluctance on the part of the aldermen 
stemmed from the fact that a similar centre in Brentwood 
last year was a disaster. There was loitering and damage 
and public nuisance.
But that, perhaps, isn’t too important. Conditions which 
permitted the failure of that drop-in centre can be corrected 
and a more positive attitude on the part of everyone might 
be an indication lo some of the seemingly feckless young 
people that we do care about them and arc interested in 
what they do.
That meeting next week coidd be important. We should 
all turn out. The kids wc arc concerned about could be our 
own.
Find yourself by walking
IT’S LIBERATING!
By Rodney Poisson
Walking is an act of self renewal, not only 
a stretch of lung and limb to aid the cir­
culation but a way of reordering the world 
sometimes abandoned untidily in confusion 
of heart. The morning walk encourages that 
necessary putting together that makes for a 
wholesome view of life, the act of con­
templation after lying a mere respiratory 
lump for some hours of the night sky.
And the evening walk can restore 
equilibrium to the most tumultuous day. We 
do indeed find ourselves by walking. 
Walking is no mere invention or technique. It 
is a distinguishing grace given to Adam along 
with speech and the power to reason. It is 
liberating.
The free, unobstructed walk is quite as 
essential to a city as the concert hall and the 
theatre. The development of footpaths, 
board walks and even shopping malls is a 
sign that among islanders. Peninsula 
.residents at least are aware of the importance 
■of these civilizing attributes. <
For y/alking is the first exercise man must 
practice. As a gull must fly; so must man 
walk. And to be fully civilized he should 
walk with grace and a cheerful mien that 
mark the free spirit.
Ideally tliis precludes carrying anything, g, 
for bags and pack sacks are constructing. # 
Hiking is therefore not walking in this 
definition. It is a worthy but necessitous 
occupation directed to goals and constrained 
by loads of equipment. Thus is is in a 
measure bound and not free.
Descartes’ equating of thinking with being 
is a familiar axiom, but the assumption of an 
earlier age than Descartes’ is now forgotten:
by the board walk around the luminous 
harbour meditating their private thoughts.
Walking is no mere trick to be got up in a 
short course. It is a manner of being, human 
being and essential to civUized life.
Though education was once believed to be 
the way to lift the commonalty to the level 
required for democracy, schools and colleges 
seem to have done little to foster the 
potentiality of their young charges to become 
civilized. It may be that from the first 
children are unconsciously trapped into an 
assumption that sitting is a way to anywhere.
Walking , . . it^s 
a distinguished grace 
given to Adam 
along with speech 
and. the poiver to 
reason.
that man is a walking creature. Before wc 
begin to .speak and think wc take our first 
steps. On his feet the child essays the 
momentously human act of walking. He 
needs encouragement. Alas, he gets the 
wrong direction. In no time he is pul on a toy 
machine of some kind, and it is common 
enough for him to ride a tricycle before he 
can do more than toddle.
Now apes can be taught to ride tricycles, 
bicycles and even motorcyclcq, but they arc 
not to be found swinging along the Patricia 
Bay footpath in the morning air nor strolling
The jogger is 
a ^^mistaken^\fellow, 




In recent years the hours of obligatory 
sitting have been increased by the time spent 
in the school bus. Children have little en­
couragement to walk. All must ride. It is 
little wonder that, deprived of the free ride 
they resort to the disgusting habit of begging 
•—begging for a lift.
Here they get their first inducement to 
become one with the “sturdy beggars," as 
they were once rightly called, whose numbers 
have been growing since the 1960s. Why walk 
when there are empty seats in cars?
Why walk, indeed. For to have to walk is 
to feel deprived, especially when to the 
unpracticed walking can be painful. Walking 
thus seems a constraint, not the act of a free 
creature.
It may be worth considering that the 
barbarism, uncivil behaviour and in­
capability to speak or write the language 
charged against the school may be related to 
the distaste students have for walking. 
Whatever the measure of the intellectual 
failure or “learning di.sabilily’’ as the jargon 
has it. the postural problem is apparent 
everywhere.
The pot belly and the slipped disc arc 
chronic troubles of people who virtually do 
not walk.
Let the footpath, then point the way to 
thinking and .speaking clearly and carrying 
one’s body with grace and comfort on one's 
own two feet. “The road is for walking" 
wrote a certain Appolonius. He was not 
making a pronouncement but merely quoting 
a truism of his time in order to illustrate a 
granimatical .structure.
To us in this age it seems a quaint notion. 
For the fad is plain that the road Is not for 
walking. It is for driving cars and trucks and
busses and moving heavy equipment. In fact 
a whole body of sensible assumptions about 
walking has perished.
The pavement or sidewalk in our cities was 
once sacred to the pedestrian. Decent people 
didn’t run on a city sidewalk and imperil 
innocent walkers. Now one can be bowled 
over at any street comer. And even those 
special and expensively built walks for the 
appreciative citizen are threatened with 
bicycles, tricycles and motor trail bikes.
The side walk bicycle is so designated and 
sold with impunity by shameless merchants 
to the discomfort of the walker. Plainly not 
even the walk is for the walker.
An occasional invader of the walk is the 
jogger. About this mistaken fellow much 
may be said. He means well, but he is not the 
herald of an awakened or enlightened age. 
Jumping into a jogging outfit and hitting the 
road at some conspicuous hour when there is 
much traffic in the belief that the damage 
done to the body by persistent and joyless 
bad habits can be repaired by sucha dubious 
exercise is mostly futile, 
i Raising the heart beat, indeed! Ankles add 
knees and back unhabituated to the proper 
human gait are the more likely to give way to 
the postural defects caused by slouching in 
chairs and driving in the much touted jack­
knife position of the bucket seat that can be 
swayed back into a bed —- the source of 
many a disc problem!
For most people jogging is a bad exercise 
(especially the unfit), or, at best, it is merely 
another way of obscuring the real human 
need. For jogging does nothing to restore the
Pot bellies 
and slipped discs 
are chronic troubles 
of people who 
virtually do not 
walk
necessary habit of walking, and it in no way 
discourages the ingrained vice of our day, the 
habit of driving or riding everywhere whilst 
telling ourselves that wc arc loo busy to walk.
More likely it encourages the fellow who 
has driven his poor body for some 15 minutes 
in a jogging outfit (usually in the fume filled 
air of the road) to feel that he is justified in 
riding for the rest of the day.
He may share a fellow feeling for the 
figure dashing or stumbling along the edge of 
the tarmac with clenched face, pounding 
heels and wincing joints a.s he In turn views 
the world again from tlic scat of his 
automobile, but he has won no kinship with 







The new, open, clean format of your newspaper 
impresses me. Easy readability is most important, 
possibly right up there with the Importance of content. 
However, I am pleased that you have left Pat Murphy's 
column as it was.
As usual, he has turned the searchlight of a good, 
investigative reporter’s eye toward the Oenslar dispute 
and has attempted to make your readers think.
If, as Pul points out, wc have a council in Central 
Saanich which is aware of the place of man and man’s 
activities in the balance (or imbalance) of things 
good! It must be difficult for a writer to show both sides 
of a problem. It is olso important to know wc have a 
council which is not afraid to appeal lo the intelligence 
of the public in dirccliiig il;> ailcntiuii to saving the 
ecology of the countryside from “the nithlesi In­
truder".
Wc do not need reminders about the importance of 
land area “development", Wc arc also aware that 
“clevelopmeni" usually means big money is involved ■— 
that much is obvious to the dullest willed among us.
It is difficult to hold back the “ravager" and to come 
to terms with the least po.ssible harm coming to any of 
our lands.
To some people, imagination seems to be an abstract 
—• difficult for attainment.
Good to have a newspaper nnd writers who^do have 
imagination, Congratulations. And to the aldermen 
who will, wc hope, be open nnd tru.si us with full in­
formation: You may find a lot of us will co-opcrnlc with 
you, To the advantage of all.
Helen Andersen 
17-7675 EttilSaimldi Rond 
Sunnlchton
Appreciation
Sidney nnd its people arc vety special to us, ns they 
were to PeUf, and wc fed the need lo express our ap­
preciation In a personal way,
Your thoughtfulness, kindness and expression of 
sympathy have helped us greatly. Special thank you to 
dear trtends and neighbors who have given, and con­
tinue to give, so much of their time and love.
Jean, Itarb and Stephte Grant
— ' •
Mrs, Esther Berry came to The Sidney 
Review some 30 years ago to help out a friend 
and she remained to become a tower of 
strength to everyone who has had anything to 
do with the newspaper. She retired this week 
taking with her the gratitude of management 
and staff and an dmazingly wide spectrum of
respect from the people of Sidney many of 
whom consider her a confidant and friend. In 
her latter years with the paper Mrs. Berry 
served as office manager, ran the complete 
circulation department and handled yarious 
personnel requirements. A staff luncheon in 
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40 LB. VARIETY PACK
4Ib Rump Roast 
4 lb Baron of Beef 
4 lb Cros.s Rib Roast 
4 lb Prime Rib Roast. 
4 lb Or. Beef
1 lb Beef Liver i
2 lb Pork Chop,s 
2 lb Pork Cutlets
2 lb Sparc Ribs
3 lb Frying Chicken 
3 lb Blade Steak 
lib Weiners
1 lb Pork Sausage 
1 lb Bologna ,












MIN $10 ORIJKIt WITHIN .1 MILK «ADHiS


















If you have a definite idea on the sort of 
stadium we need, now’s the time to express 
yourself. The British Columbia Stadium 
Commission invites all interested parties to 
submit their proposals...with particular at­
tention to the most desirable site within the 
Lower Mainland. If you have an opinion, put 
your thoughts into words now. Submissions 
on the proposed new stadium — in writing 
only — should be addressed to:
Paul Manning,
B.C. Stadium Commission 
Vp.O.-Box35 '
800 Hornby Street 
Vancouver, B.C.
... ‘^V6Z2C5^■:^.
Province of British Columbia
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Jubilant players are Peninsula Steelers of Minor Soccer 
Association "s division 8, following a 5-0 victory over Juan 
de Fuca Saturday in Colwood.
Warriors defeat
Motions passed at a 
recent meeting of the B.C. 
Lacrosse Association’s 
Minor Directorate which 
could significantly change 
the style of play at the 
minor level, will be for­
warded as recom­
mendations to the BCLA 
annual general meeting, 
slated for Nov. 9, 10 and 11 
in Parksville.
The proposals will 
eliminate stick-on-body 
contact in both tyke and 
novice (8-10 years) levels, 
and at the pee-wee (11-12 
years) level for the non ball­
carrier.
Effect of the new 
regulations should provide 
younger players with a 
better chance to master the 
skills of the game without
byfeaj of intimidation 
body contact.
BCLA executivbes have 
also proposed that lacrosse 
officials association be 
reorganized and that 
lacrosse coaches association 
be re-established prior to 
the start of the 1980 season.
Basis for the latter 
proposals is the hope that 
more effective recruiting, 
education, and evaluation 
programs will be the result, 
leading to more experienced 
and qualified coaches and 
officials.
Coaching and officiating 
clinics held prior to the 1980 
season will stress the strict 
enforcement of the existing 
slashing, cross checking and 
checking from behind rules, 
at all age levels.
SLEGG LUMBER
Division 9 teams 
registered with the 
Peninsula Soccer 
Association commenced 
their- regular season this 
weekend.
A report from Peninsula 
Sharks coach, A1 Cross, 
credits his team with ex­
cellent play in their 1-0 
defeat of Lansdowne 
Rangers. Blair Philpott 
scored the Sharks lone goal.
Excellent team play and 
fine passing gave Division 8 
squad a victory over the 
Juan de Fuca Van Isle 
Moulding team Saturday, 
i says ^ "»Penin«ula“ Steelers 
mana^r ;<^thy: iDbyle. A 
goal by James Red fern, two 









Brent Stetchman, Dennis 
Cronk, Duncan Pollen, 
David Doyle, and Jason 
Bonneau were named by the 
manageress as outstanding 
players of the game. 
Duncan Pollen played 
exceptionally well on 
defense, making some key 
plays to maintain the shut­
out.
The Peninsula Kickers 
came from behind and 
scored twice in the second- 
half to defeat the deter- 
mined B a y s / U n i t e d 
Wolves, in another Division 
8 match Saturday:
The Kickers first goal was
scored by Paul McIntyre on 
a pass from Dan Remain. 
The second and winning 
goal came from Remain, 
whom Jakubowski says was 
impressive on offense the 
entire match. Other out­
standing players were Geoff 
Mahon, Geoff Morrison, 
Chris Adam, and Heath 
Emmerson.
Division 7 Peninsula 
Warriors put together a fine 
team effort to defeat Juan 
de Fuca F.O.E., 5-2, 
Saturday, says the team - 
manager. Three goals by 
Darren Sam and singles by 
Graeme White and Glen 
Donelly accounted for the 
.■total., ■':..
WOOD BURNING
Now quality cast iron airtight wood burners 
at an affordable price. Heavy duty cast iron 
construction and firebrick lined. Three 











Cellulose Fibre Insulation can be hand poured 
or blown in. Ideal for topping up attic 
insulation. 30 lb. Bag covers 70 sq. ft.
^ only ^5^® per bag












MAULS 8 lb. Reg. W only *2295
LUMBER BARGAINS
2x3x6' Common Hem. 49* 
2x4x6'K.D. Spruce 






















1x2 S4S Cedar 
1x3 S4S Fir 












3/8" Factory T&G Sheathing 
onlyW on!y’12^^
Special on Fir Boards
1x6 S4S Std. & Btr.,
6', 8', 10’, 12', 14’,
10' only 18* per ft. 
300’ or more 16* per ft, 
1x4 Pine & Spruce T&G 












Mae Radzik, a bowler in 
the Golden Age League, 
rolled what everyone 
thought was 402 pins during 
league play last week. 
Investigation by alleys 
manager Lyall . Riddell, 
after Mae said she had had 
two open frames, revealed a 
scorekeeping error, and 
lowered the total to 357 
pins. The total, however, 
still stands as the ladies high 
single for the season.
' * * *,
Teams are still lacking 
for the Thursday 9-11 p.m. 
Commercial League, At 
present only two team.s arc 
active, leaving room tor 
five more teams. Interested 
persons should contact the 
altcy.s.
This weeks scoring 
leaders;
Yoiiih League: Andrew 
Dean, 187; Regan Knowlc.s, 
182; Todd Miisscll, 176; 
Mike Penrson, 175; Cltris 
Rangel, 151,
Mae Radzik bowled 357 during Golden Age 
League play last week, although score was 
mistakenly recorded as 402.
Sailing club contest
THIS WEEK'S CLEAROUTS
Save $ on these.
1x8 T&G Centre Bead 
Cedar only 25* ft.
1x10 82S Cedar,
3'. 4', 5’ only 25* ft.




rite Caiibe Bay Sailing 
Chib will Mage anotlier of 
it’s 26 sclicdulcti cpnicsts 
Oct, 20, and expectations 
arc that 40 or more boats 
will enter the race.
Peter White, one of the 
guiditfg forces in tlic club, 
says the race will cover a
.si,x*mile course laid .out olT 
the Beacon Avenue dock,
He says the club hold,s 
longer races in the 
springtime; tlic greatest 
distance covered is 48 miles,
Also planned is ihc 
annual Rum Race, held 
New Years Day,
complement of 120 
boats make up the mcm- 
bei'sliip roster of tivi: Canoe 
lliiy orgnitlzaiion, which 
White lieli'ed start 10 years 
ago.
The club exists to 
promote sailing and racing, 
ami limits it’s memliersbip 
to ’’cruising class” boats.
K.D. SPRUCE SHELVING
1x8 49* per ft,
1x10 59* per ft.
ea SLEGG LUMBER, W
9764 FIFTH ST.. Sidney 656-1125
SIDNEY FIREPLACE
WOOD HEAT SPECIAUSTS
Serving Sidney & the Peninsula
SEE THE COMPLETE LINE FROM 
NORTH AMERICA’S LARGEST 
WOOD STOVE MANUFACTURER
Sidney 9.5 won. lo Sat. 656-3831
Sports Shorts
Senior Soccer
Sidney FC played to a 1-1 tie against Oak Bay Sunday 
maintaining their no-loss record and sole possession of 
second place in Division 4 of the Vancouver Island 
Soccer League.
Because, of injuries the team was forced to borrow 
two players from the Peninsula Juvenile Soccer League; 
goaltender Brian Coates and fullback Wendel Clanton, 
both of whom performed well during the match. 
Richard Horne scored the lone goal for the Sidney club. 
Basketball
Coach Dave Tooby, the North Saanich school teacher 
who organizes extra-curricular basketball for boys ages 
9-11 and 12-14, says he is pleased with the response to 
date but could easily handle twice the number of boys 
currently playing. •
The 9-11 year old group contains 26 boys and the 12- 
14 group has 21. Tooby says he can easily handle 40 
boys in each group, which would allow for a four-team 
house league playing at North Saanich school.
He is still looking for a sponsor who would supply 
inexpensive uniforms for two rep teams he plans to 
choose; one from each age group. Tooby has entered 
the rep teams in the Central Saanich League and feels 
that uniforms for both teams could be purchased for 
:about$20b.
SENIORHOGKEY
, Following some difficulty at the administration level, 
Sidney Senior Men’s Hockey has finally commenced the 
1979-80 season. Ice time, and a lack of teams were the 
greatest hurdles for the third year organization, which 
this season will be under the guidance of Jim Dowd.
A fourth team, Shelbourne Texaco, Skychiefs, has 
been entered to supplement the three remaining from 
last season, and Dowd says that indications evidence 
competitive strength, which should appearWhen the 
team gels. .
COMPETITOR’S CALENDAR
Thoroughbred Racing — Oct. 17 - parade to post 1 
p.m. —• opening day of 1979 season - Sandown Park.
Oct. 19 - parade to post 1 p.m. — Sandown Park.
Oct, 20 - parade to post 12:30 p.m. — Colonist 
Handicap — Sandown Park 
Oct. 22 - parade to post 1 p.m. — Sandown Park 
Oct. 24 - parade to post 1 p.m. —- Sandown Park. 
PeeWee‘A’Rep League
Oct. 18 - Eagles vs Racquet Club at Racquet Club - 
7:15 p.m.
Oct. 23 - Eagles vs Kerry Park (Mill Bay) at 
Panorama - 8 p.m.
PeeVVee House League
Oct. 20 - Ellehammcr Ind. vs Mayers Steel Boats at 
Panorama - 3:10 p.m.
Mary’s Coffee Bar v.s Sidney Bakery at Panorama - 
4:.15 p.m.
Oct. 21 - Ellehammcr Ind. vs Mary’s Coffee Bar at 
Panorama - 5 p.m.
Mfiycrs Steel Boats vs Sidney Biikcry at Paiiorma - 7 
p.m.
IhuKam Division
Oct. 20 - Harvey's Sporting Goods Bantam 'B' rep vs 
Sookc at Panorama • 6 p.m.
Oct. 23 - Cornish’s Book and Stationary vs Harvey's 
Bicycles at Panorama - 6:20 p.m.
Cloverdale Paint 'n Paper vs Sidney Movers at 
Panorama - lOilOp.m,
.Senior Soccer -- Oct, 21 • Division 4 Sidney FC vs 
Castaways at Lansdowne-2:15 p.m.
Ladies Field Hockey — Oct, 20 > Caslaw.ays vs 
Hobbits*at Norfolk House Scliool ■ 2:30 p.m.
Horse Trials -~ Oct. 21 - Island View Beach - Official 
walk of cro.ss country course - 8:30 n.m., - Dressage ■ 
10:.30 a.m., - Cross-Country Endurance • 1 ;00 p.m.
Senhir Hockey Oct, 17 - Sidney Freight vs 
Travelodgc - Panorama - 9:40 p.m.
Oct. 22 - Sidney Freight vs Sidney Hotel - Panorama • 
10 p.m.
Oct. 24 • Skychiefs vs Travelodgc - Panoraina -9:40 
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children in British 
Columbia are being killed 
in traffic accidents at the 
rate of one a week white 
seven are injured every day.
The figures are contained 
in a report and survey 
commissioned by the 
Insurance Corporation of 
B.C. and the B.C. Year of 
the Child and the Family 
and carried out by the 
Motor Vehicle Branch.
Hugh Earle, the in­
surance corporation’s road 
safety manager says, “The 
survey’s results are 
shocking. Every driver, 
every parent, every person 
concerned for the safety of 
children should take note of 
the survey.”
“Death and injury lurk 
everywhere for school 
children,” says the report. 
“At play, on the way to 
school and while cycling.”
In cold statistics: 53 
children aged five to 15 
were killed in traffic ac­
cidents in 1978, that’s five 
more than in 1977.
In 1978 a total of 2,692 
children aged six to 15 were 
injured in traffic accidents 
— on the average is more
than seven children every 
day of the year.
Other highlights of the 
report:
"More traffic injuries 
occur in July and June than 
in any other month; by far 
the smallest number occur 
in January.
•Most traffic injuries and 
fatalities occur on Thur.sday 
and Saturday.
•Two thirds of all traffic 
fatalities and injuries in the 
age group, six to 15 years, 
occur in daylight, par­
ticularly in the afternoon.
The report states that 
more fatal traffic accidents 







LONG TERM BENEFITS 
FOR SICKNESS AND ACCIDENTS 
MOST OCCUPATIONS AND 
EXISTING HEALTH 
PROBLEMS CONSIDERED
OFFICE OVERHEAD EXPENSE 
AND
HOMEMAKER INCOME PLANS
Call Eric J. Herbert












Open Sundays 10 a.m.-4 p.m. 
9768 - 5fh St., Sidney 
656-3975'
ThU weak', ipaclol li ovallabla al oil 20 Clovardolo Point n' 
Paper locotlont In B.C.
EUoctlvs Sole Dalai: Oct. IS-21 only
( IIMll.l \
VISA
Tom Dorr an and Colleen Douglas were 
recipients of annual scholarships awarded 
Oct. 11 by Central Saanich Lions Club. 
Posing with students tire [left to right] Lions
Club president. Bill Russell, scholarship 
chairman Walter Diedricksen, and club 
director, Ron Tidman, Tom Cronk Photo.
Central Saanich Lions 
presented an award Oct. 11 
to Muriel Knott in 
recognition and ap­
preciation of her out­
standing services to the 
community. Paddy 
McGaughey, who spokes of 
Mrs. Knott’s services, put a 
special emphasis on the 
efforts she has made in­
structing coach sports 
activities.
The award, presented by 
Lions club district governor 
Colin Mouat, a member of 
Saltspring Island Lions, is a 
new one and will be 
awarded annually.
Other presentations 
during the evening included 
annual scholarships of $500 
to the top male and female 
.students in the area — 
Collen Douglas and Tom 
Dorran, of Stelly’s senior 
secondary school. Both 
studenis arc interested in 
medicine and they intend to 
further their studies in the 
field of pedrialics — 
Colleen as a nurse, Tom ns
a doctor.
The scholarships were the 
seventh and eighth the club 
has awarded to date.
District governor Mouat, 
whose visit to Central 
Saanich Lions coincided 
with the award ceremonies, 
takes time out each year to 
call on each of the 54 Lions 
clubs in his jurisdiction.
Mrs. Muriel Knott, recipient of first-ever 
Central Saanich Lions Citizenship Award.
T. Cronk Photo.
The why of conservation
Energy is an essential 
part of our modern lifestyle.
Without energy it’s back to 
caves and candles.
But the world’s total 
energy resources are becoming 
scarcer—and more costly. If we 
are to enjoy a reasonable standard 
of living in the years to come, we have 
to keep an eye on our energy reserves now. 
For some of us, that means forming a whole 




A new concept In minor 
hockey for the pcninsilln 
uren “ Bantam 'B' team 
comiictition, is underway 
for the 1979-80 season.
Spokesman Ed Seymour 
says the idea is to give 
youngsters who are unable 
to play competitively at the 
Bantam A level, a chance to 
play against teams rated at
their calibre. It also 
removes some of the 
supersiur aspect from house 
leagues, creating fairer 
competition in all divisions, 
The Ecninsula Harvey’s 
Sporting Goods team, the 
local Bantam ‘IV rep team, 
played their first game 
Sunday against Sooke, at 




2537 Beacon Ave., 
Sidney 656-1131
Horse trials at beach
Island View Beach will be 
the site of the Canadian 
C 0 m b i n c tl T r a i n i n g 
Association’s Morse Trials, 
Oct. 31,
The one-ciny event will 
commence at 8:.30 a.m., 
with the official usalk of the 
.cross-country course. At 
lOi.U) a.m, the Dressage 
(Ceremonial Parade) 
competition will get under 
way and at approximately 1 
p.m., the Cross-Country 
Endurance phase will begin.
Trials organi/ers advise 
that .spectators wear good 
walking .shoes since the best 
way to watch the com­
petition is to walk the 
cour.se and see,a few lioi.se.s 
lake each Jump.
More information 
regarding the event can be 
obtained from Michael 
Uogicr, (479-765.3), Marilyn 















Practising what we preach:
At Hydro, conservation begins at 
home. So we’ve initiated a number of 
continuing programs to out down our 
own enerijy use. In our head office 
building, in Vancouver, 
lighting levels have been 
significantly reduced in a 
number of areas. We're conduct- 
irig ongoing reviews of energy 
emeiency in all our buildings, And, 
of course, we have reduced ourther 
most at levels to the temperaturon 
we recommend to other iTritish 
Columbia business and IndustHal uaem.
At our natural gas head- 
quarters, in Burnaby, wt* are now using « , 
solar water heating system. This provides 
part of our hot. water requirements, WTion 
our new research and development centr<i is 
completed in .Surrey, later this year, its archi­
tecture will include integrated solar panel 
designs, We will monitor the results closely, 
Wliat wo learn could he of benefit to 
liomeowners throughout B.C,
Aerial themograpliic sui'veys:
Hydro in conducting a continuing 
series of aerial inlHslnns to help Hritish 
Colunihia homeowners 
fight high heating 
costs. Wij'rc taking 
infra-red aerial 
pictures of thousands 
of rooftops. Individ­
ual temperatures 
fW arij recorded on mag- 
Snetic taiie lojiroduce 
'!*1>lack-imd-whfte 
"lherrno|.rrams", 'I’hese 
pinpoint, heat losses by showing them ns 
whitish or lijtht grey arcaH— irHiicating tho 
need for hettor Insulation.
The tiiermograins nro 
dis[)layed in shopping malls, 
when) homeowners are 
invited to come 
and see how 
Ihefr liMulfition 1, f 
mcasure.s up, *
B.C. Hydro 
iier'Bomicl are on 
hand to ludp 
people loeiile their 
homoii nnd to inter­
pret the results. 'Hi 
dale, this program 
hwi shown thounands 
of Butiiih Ci,(lumbuiiii.i 
how to nave energy anil 
money. We ex|H)ct 
ihousttnds more to benef!
^. Ignition (no constant pilot), and 
f other innovations for gas appliances.
In another project, we’re .study- 
, ahg energy and dollar savings in homes 
fitted with newly recommended insulatipi^ 
levels in roofs, walls and windows. PreliMf 
inary results are very promising— '
savings in excess of 20% are inoGcat^ 'is 
over levels usually encountered.
B.C. Hydro Home 
Insulation Finance Plan t
Tb date, B.C. Hydro has financed 'n 
over $1,000,000 to customers taking the finst 
easy step in energy conservation. We make up 
to $600,00 available—at a modest 10% finance 
charge—for bringing insulation and window 
glazing up to recommended standards. The 
“Home Insulation Finance Plan" is 
available through participating insulation 
applicators or retailers,
idustiy gets the message:
"Save FmerjW—Save Money" 
is a province-wide program to heli) 
commercial and industrial energy 
users reduce their use—and, of 
course, cost—of lighting 
energy, Hydro spedallsls 
lirovirlo information for recom­
mended changes. We also 
... offer guidance and mlvico to any 
firm wishing to undertake an audit of its 
total energy efficionc.v.
We’re conducting u series of seminars on all 
aapeets of industrial energy use. These have 
been attended by exocutlvns and engineers 
from some of British Columbia's largest firms.
As proof that business and Industry in 
Ibis province are taking energy saving 
seriously, many firms are now uppi ‘ 
their first energy consnrvatlon officeri
Public information 
pragramsi
'Iblovision and radio 
commercials. Posters. 'Ihinsit 
iiiidvertising. Displays and 
demonstratiorm, Brochuros and 
liill inserts. And print adver- 
tlseirients like the one you're 
roading now. Hydro is passing 
the mesHiige along to every 
energy user in the province:
We must conserve energy. Aivl 
we must do it now.
your insulation to recoinmended standards. 
Based on present energy costs, the cost of 
insulation can sometimes be recovered in as 
little as five years of usei After that—it’s 
money in your pocket.
Reduce indoor temperatures:
Select the minimum temperature 
you need for comfort. 'Iby 20°C 
(68°F) for daytime, and 
16“C (60"F) at night. Use the 
night setting if your home is 
unoccupied tor a few hours. . 
It only takes a half-hour or 
so for the average home to 
return to 20‘’C. For further 
savings, turn off the heat and 




Make sure windows and doors are 
properly weatlierstripped to eliminate drafts 
and heat losses.,Storm doors are another 
energy saver,
'rhermoslats should ho located on 
inside walls where they are not affected by 
heat from the sun or appliances—or by drafla.
Keep fireplace darniiors securely 
closed when not in use.
Water heating is big too:
Next to home healing, water healing 
is the biggest doasumer of eiii!rg.v, so check 
those drips, One drip imr second adds ut) to u 
lankful every week. Tnul’s energy and money 
down the drain.
Make sure the lenqieralure control 
on your water heater In at the lowest iieUing 
eoinputihle with cleaning efficiency.
•aiergy, 
i.'l(
Long pipe-runs waste heating 




Hoatirig accounts for alsjut 
two-tliird* of the total thiergy used in 
your homo. Ho this is one area 
wluT'.* a lit.tlc attenfion «t.n pa;; ' 
hlg dividends, Cleaning or re­
placing fillers twk'o each heating 
season Is n good flrkt step.
instiiJi iitkKUuate iasulationt
'Dike advanlnge of B.C. Hydro’s 
Homo Insulation Finance Plan to upgrade
'liter healers sliould Ijo located an 
c ose as poHsilile lo the point of use. 
When thia is not feasible, it helps 
lo insulate the hot water pipe,
is an
Feasy waster:
Use the light you 
need, hut turn off 
lights when and whore 
they're not required. This 
Kiiving is at your fingorlips, 
I-’liiorescent lights are about 
three limes more enorgy- 
efficieiU Ilian incandoseent 
hiilbs, Hwilch to them wherever 
_ possihlij. Keep light bulbs and 
fixtures clean, A clean fiO-watt bulb 
laitsbines a dirty 100, Consider the use 
of dimmers and iiinors to reRtrlcl lighting to 
the amount and location needed.
Other suggestions?
Theou are only a few of the tilings 
you can do lo siive energy nnd money around 
your home. If you’d like a free lirocliuro of 
energyefficient Ideas for your home, visit or 
contact your lix'ul Hydro office and ask for 
‘ Mio lloiiieowacr’s Uiecklisl of Energy . 
Havings".
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Design engineering and 
manufacturing is alive and 
kicking in the Peninsula if a 
recently filled export order 
by Wescraft Manufacturing 
is any indication.
Wescraft, whose plant 
and office is on Keating 
Crossroad, loaded 124,000 
pounds of windows into 
three 40-foot containers 
Friday and shipped them 
directly to Holland by 
freighter from Vancouver.
The shipment came after 
Wescraft secured an order 
for aluminum windows and 
doors for a 250 timber 
frame housing project in 
Holland.
The project is being built 
near Utrecht by a large 
Dutch contracting firm.
which decided to use the 
Canadian building system.
Wescraft is supplying 
both standard aluminum 
sliding windows and top 
quality casement windows 
using the thermal barrier 
frame system.
The contractor ap­
parently felt that Wescraft’s 
exclusive thermal barrier 
line was ideal for Holland 
because the weather is 
similar to that on Van­
couver Island.
In addition to a major 
breakthrough on in­
ternational markets, the 
order, estimated at close to 
$200,000, also resulted in a 
partial second shift for the- 




One of three containers filled with Wescraft aluminum Holland. Some $200,000 worth of doors and windows 
doors and windows is hoisted by craine in preparation for were included in shipment, 
loading onto flatdeck and eventual shipment overseas to
Central Saanich Council Briefs
2328 HARBOUR ROAD, SIDNEY
A former bruiser, trained 
under ex-world
heavyweight champion 
Tommy Burns, is coming to 
Victoria to spread the 
gospel message.
Now a full-time 
evangelist, Sam Jenkins has 
spent the last 18 years in the 
service of the Pentecostal 
Assemblies of Canada, 
travelling widely in the
IfALUDWEEM
■-V COUNT THE SMARTIES CONTEST
iENTER WITH EVERY PURCHASE] ■
JUST ARRIVED DRAl^ TO REMADE OCT. 31ST.
BUTCH CANDIES 1ST PRIZE - $5 GIFT CERTIFICATE
& LICORICE - $3 GIFT CERTIFICATE
GERMAN CANDIES 3RD PRIZE - $1 GIFT CERTIFICATE 
&DIABETICCHOCOLATE-' ;
process.
As well as being a fighter, 
Jenkins was a full-time 
labor leader in Vancouver 
for many years. He was also 
once a confirmed agnostic; 
Now he combines an 
evangelical message with his 
talents as country singer, 
composer and writer.
To hear him, come to 
Oldfield Road Cospel 
Chapel Oct. 23-26 at 7:30 
p.m. nightly or on Oct. 28 
at 11 a.m. or 6 p.m. 
Admission is free.
Central Saanich council 
agreed Monday night to 
give North and South 
Saanich Agricultural 
Society a $4,300 refund on 
taxes.
To do so it will have to 
use the machinery provided 
in the B.C. Municipal Act 
for “grants-in-aid” and 
. waive its policy of giving no 
grahts from the municipal 
coffers.
A director of the 
agricultural society said the 
council would not actually
be violating its “no grants” 
principle as the society’s 
land had been wrongly 
classified a number of years 
ago and evaluated at 
$45,000 rather than $18,000 
as it should. Consequently, 
the society had, for the past 
years, been overtaxed.
The $4,300 would be a 
refund and not a grant 
although the grant 
machinery would, have to be 
used to bring it about. This 
method was also recom­
mended in a letter on the
subject from the ministry of 
municipal affairs.
Council was told that 
Vancouver Island Regional 
Library costs in 1980 would 
be higher than this year by 
about $11,000. The reason, 
said Acting Mayor Earl 
Tabor, was that the 
municipality’s assessment 
had increased by about 
$5,0OO,OOO thus, by the 
formula used, hiking 
library costs.
There was also the matter
of higher salaries, Tabor 
said, a matter over which 
council had I'ittle or no 
control.
Council authorized the 
replacement of a broken 
culvert on the Malcolm 
Road trail at a cost of $700, 
funds to be found in the 
parks budget.
will establish a policy to 
control blasting operations. 
Requirements to obtain a 
permit will be reinforced 
and persons likely to be 
affected by the explosions 
will be informed.
As the result of a recent 
blast in the municipal pit 
which shook residents from 
1,000 yards around, council
Because his car was 
damaged while he was 
returning from a fire call, 
Central Saanich
municiaplity will accept a 
bill for $1,165 from 














Tenders have been called 
for improvement of ferry 
terminal buildings at Long 
Harbour on Salt Spring 
Island.
The job involves a major 
expansion of the terminal, 
including addition of a 
second building containing 
6 f f i c e s, w a s h r o o rn s, 
lunchrooms and stairways.
Bids are due Oct. 16.
The ferry service is 
operated by B.C. Ferries 
Corporation but the 
ministry of transportation, 
communications and high­
ways engineers design and 
supervise construction of all 
ferry terminals, both 
docking facilities and 
buildings.
m McCALLUM MOTORS LTD
THE LARGEST VOlLiWO
PRESENTS
The Great Domestic Sale
AS A EUROPEAN CAR IMPORTER, WE HAVE NORTH AMERICAN TRADES THAT WE MUST SELL TO MAKE ROOM FOR OUR 1980 STOCK,
1979 Buick Skylark 1979 Monarch S.E. 1974 Buick Appollo 1978 Mustang II
. rs; '■ JK '<■ ■■Miller ,
14 dr.. V-8. A.T.,^
-wLP.S., P.B. Radio, 
Vinyl Roof. 4,500 
km. V1214A
V-R, A.T., P.S.,
P.R., Radio, V/U.| 
split bench, Radials. 
B1578
V'
RCA A Inspected at RCA A Inspected at 6495
2dr,. H/B, V-R. 
A.T. P.S.. P.B.. 
Radio, V/roof. 
B1558A
V.6 A.T., P.S.,1M1., 
AM'FM,' sunroof.
RCA A Inspected at*2995
31,000Km. DlOllB
RCAA Inspected at 5895
1977 Chev Blazer 1971 Le Mans Supersport
'WltMun#
4x4 V-S, A.T., P.S., 
P.B,, Radio, Tilt, 
18,000 Miles. D1572
RCAA Inspected at *8695
m
v-8, A.T., P.S.. 




1976 Chev Malibu 1978 Mercury .Zephyr 1977 Ford Granada Ghia 1978 Ford T-Bird
- wnm •
- -J#,-; \ SS-iill«^«68WitiaE
■ JIEf;..
4-di., sedan, V-8 
A.T., P.S., P.n..
Radio, Tilt Wheel, 
123,000 Miles. 
Vn77A
2 dr,. 6 cyl,. A.T., 
P.S., P.n., Radio,!
39,000 Km. PKK)6A
Liill'■>! tIf! J, hi'ij I ■j.^tvi^'^kU
4 tlr.„ Sedan, V-R, 
A.t., P.S.. P.n,.
Radio, Vinyl Hoof.




V-8 A.T., p.s.,p,n.. 
Radio, Vinyl Roof, 
Buckets, Console,
nH5« I IP
RCAA Inspected at O w 3
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92-year-old plays golf daily
Key to a long and happy life
Crossword Courtesy Of
THE BOOKWORM





Tom Duncan relaxes at his home in Sidney on his 92nd birthday.
By Ron Norman
The key to a long and 
happy life is clean living 
and plenty of sports, ac­
cording to Tom Duncan of 
Sidney. He should know. 
He just turned 92 Friday.
Duncan abides by his 
philosophy, playing golf 
almost every day while 
abstaining from smoking or 
drinking. “I’ve always gone 
in for sports,” said Duncan 
in an interview, “and 1 
would sooner play golf than 
sit around playing cards.”
Still, he does enjoy all 
kinds of card games, 
especially crib which he 
plays daily with wife Edith 
or neighbour Ern Edwards.
Duncan and his wife are 
relative newcomers to 
Sidney, having moved here 
only two years ago from 
their home on Salt Spring 
Island.
Edith explained that 
Tom’s problems with his 
eyes preciptated the move. 
His eyes have grown 
progressively worse in 
recent years, and though he 
still drives his own car — 
something of a feat at 92 — 
he may not for much 
longer. Thus, they need to 
be closer to transportation.
But that doesn’t stop
Duncan from visiting the 
local seniors’ centre for a 
game of pool. “My eyes 
may not be the best,” 
confesses Duncan, “but 1 
still play a pretty good 
game.”
Though his eyes may be 
failing, Duncan’s mind is 
still very sharp. He ex­
plained he was the youngest 
of 12 children and was born 
in Pitchairngreen, — a 
village of some 250 — 
Scotland on Oct. 12, 1887.
Duncan made his first 
trip to Canada in 1907 at 
the age of 20 and followed 
in the footsteps of an older 
brother who had made a 
similar move two years 
earlier.
Like a lot of immigrants 
around the early part of the 
century, Duncan headed for 
the prairies where he hoped 
to acquire some land 
through homesteading. He 
spent his first winter on a 
farm in Saskatchewan 
hauling wheat into town for 
a farmer.
From there Duncan 
moved to Mayfair, 
Saskatchewan, where he 
started homesteading. As 
Duncan recalls, he had his 
own registered brand of 
horses, but was forced to
work helping a fellow by 
the name of Jack Scott dig 
wells in order to supplement 
his income.
The temporary position 
soon became permanent 
when Scott could not pay 
Duncan owed wages, and 
Tom ended up taking the 
boring machine as payment 
and going into business for 
himself.
“That type of thing 
happened quite a lot in 
those days,” observed 
Duncan. And for the next 
25 years Duncan made his 
living boring wells. He 
followed that with five 
years of well drilling.
But after 30 years in 
business, Duncan was 
suddently forced to close 
shop when the Saskat­
chewan government refused 
to renew his licence.
As Duncan tells it, the 
government made the 
decision immediately 
following Tom’s attendance 
at his first CCF meeting. 
“The Liberals were in 
government at the time,” 
Duncan recalled, “and they 
sent a man out who told me 
1 couldn’t drill anymore.”
Duncan testifies the 
government man never did 
tell him why it could not
renew his licence, but he 
heard later it was because of 
the CCF meeting.
Duncan went on to 
become a magistrate in 
Mayfair before eventually 
moving to B.C. in 1942. A 
member of Scotland’s 
Black Watch regiment in 
the World War 1, Duncan 
said he attempted to enlist 
for action in World War 
Two as well.
“1 told them 1 was under 
45 (the age limit),” said 
Duncan, “but they said to 
go home and they’d let me 
know. They never did of 
course.” But he was over 50 
at the time.
Duncan worked at 
Burrard Dry Dock before 
moving to Salt Spring 
Island in 1958. His wife of 
21 years died in 1964 and 
Tom married Edith in 1969.
For the pre.sent, Tom has 
a bet with Dr. P.B. Walsh 
he hopes he loses. Walsh 
figures Tom will live to be 
100, but Tom’s not so sure. 
“I’ll just take it as it comes 
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Les Moore loves growing 
flowers. He’s a member of 
five garden clubs and when 
he was put on a committee 
to wind up one of them, he 
balked.
“This I won’t do,” he 
said Monday. Instead, he’s 
embarking on a campaign 
to bring some fresh blood 
into the club so it doesn’t 
have to close down.
Club in question is the 
Sidney-North Saanich 
Garden Club. Moore, 8662 
Llewellyn Place, came to 
Sidney from Edmonton 
three years ago and is a 
comparatively new 
member. And it was at a 
recent meeting that he first 
heard talk about winding 
things up.
He was shocked. “Do 
you realize we’re the only 
club in the Greater Victoria 
area that holds a spring 
show?” he says.
The club has between 45 
and 50 paid up members
and should be fairly healthy 
but the catch Moore says, is 
getting people to work on 
the executive and organize 
activities.
“People are getting old, 
wives and husbands are 
getting sick, they just 
haven’t got the time and 
effort,” he says.
But Moore is unwilling to 
see the club disappear, and 
enthuses about the joy of 
competing at flower shows. 
And if you loye growing 
flowers, joining a club helps 
improve one’s knowledge, 
he says.
He’d never grown 
chrysanthemums before last 
year — “then I grew them
myself, great huge things.” 
It’s a poor day, Moore says, 
when he hasn’t learned 
something.
Coming from the 
prairies, he’s impressed 
with gardeners in the 
peninsula. “Boy; they’re 
experts out here,” he 
marvels.” “All the elderly 
ladies can tell you the Latin 
names of almost any; 
plaiit.|F.'’,,T,S''A -'.y:,'
‘ He’s hoping some new 
blood will rally round and 
get in touch with him soon 
at 656-4972 — otherwise the 
proposed witiding-up of the 
club will have to take place. 
And he’s got some 
.suggestions.
“We could run a flower 
show in conjunction with 
Sidney Days.” And what’s 
wrong with getting Sidney 
and North Saanich councils 
to co-operate? he says. 
Moore has an abundance of 
dahlias, for example.
; “I could give them to the 
parks department, then 
maybe they could help the 
i^lub out in some way.”i yf
Factor Personal
October If TH, 9 AM.— 5 P.M, 
October 20TH, f A.Afl.—3 P.WI.
■y
Judith Ann Hoyrup m11 be in attendanee 









General Practice of Medicine
■'' at'
BRENTWOOD MEDICAL CLINIC
During the absence of 
DR.C.B.C. WHITESIDE




95 R-20 15” Fibreglass
90 sq. ft. RollsINSULATION
I Government “CHIPS” Program 
■ Save now on energy efficient Fibrcglas Insulation. Gel up to $400.00 Government 
jGrant on in,suIation if your home was built before 1961!!! Details at your Windsor 
j Store.
Vapour barrier backed Fibreglas insulation at the price of ordinary 
1 friction fit. — Note the square foot coverage per bundle.
tna r
CHIP
Canadian Home Insulation Program
A new elective course at 
North Saanich School helps 
bridge that generation gap.
Called “.senior service” it 
now involves some 25 
.siudciiis ill grtidcs 6 ihrougli 
8 and the residents of 
Sidney Personal Care 
Home on 5lh Street.
Sliidents rend and write 
for the residents, take them
for walks, or simply stay 
and chat.
Icaeher Jiilic Davis says 
the course is aimed at 
making siudcnis more 
awaic of Ihc (ildci iiciiidc iii 
the cuimminiiy.
' And she adds: “Wluii an 
cflect a smiling youngster 


















lit hontfifl aDr-t vftll irif»vtAn# |'/f krt
pwfpoiinfl
Mon.-Ttuir. B-S p.in.! Frt. 8*6 p.in.t CTascd Sal, A .Siiii.
DISTRICT OF NORTH SAANICH
Notice of Biennial Election
l■lJllI ,lC NOTlcn is hereby given lo the Electors of the Mimicipalily of Ihe 
Dislriet of Norili Saanich that I require the presence of said Electors al llic 
Municipal tlllice, 1620 Mills Road, North Saanicit, B.C. on Monday, llie 
iwenty-ninih (29th) day ofOelobcr, 1979, ni the hour of 10:00 o’clock in ilic 











Easy-to-insiall doors. 1 3/8” 
thick. Rotary Mahogany .slain 




1 he mode ol nominaiinn of candidates shall be us follows:
CaiiilidiUes sliall he norniiinted in writing by two duly-qualified Electors of tlic 
Muuieipaliiy, Tlic iiominaiion paper shall be delivered lo the Returning 
Officci al any lime between Ihe date of this nciiicc nnd noon of the day of 
mimiimiion. The nomitiation paper may be in the form prescribed in the 
‘'Municipal Aci” and shall .stale the name, residence and occupation of the 
person nominated in such manner us to sufficiently idcniify such candidate, 
riu! nomination paper shall be siibscrihed to by the candidate.
luich caiulidaie sluill make and file a written disclosure in accordance with the 
“Public GITicials and Employees Disclosure Act” with Ihe Municipal Clerk 
when filing his or her nomination papers.
In the event of a poll being necessary, .such poll will he opened at the 
Municipal Office, 1620 Mills Road, North Saanich, B.C. on Saturday, the 
sevcniecmh (17ih) day November, 1979, between the hours of cighl o'clock 
a,m, and eight o’clock p.rn,
An Advance Poll shall be open at the Municipal Office on Thursday, the 
filteciilh (l.5ih) and Friday, llic sixlcenlli (16ih)days of November, 1979, be­
tween Ihc hours of nine o'clock a,m. and four o'clock p.m.
Of wliieh every person is hereby required lo take notice and govern himself 
.'lu'oidmgly.








Paint One Side Beige
Hardboard
4x8xl/8 Number one quality 
Ideal for cabinci backs, 
workshop wall, celling or 
drawer bottoms.
ea,
Limited selection of Faclory 
seconds In warm woodgraiir 
prints or durable huidhoard al 































still at old Prices.




The Association for 
Children with Learning 
Disabilities (ACLD) is 
planning a variety benefit 
concert 7:30 p.m., Oct. 21 
at the McPherson 
Playhouse. Tickets cost $4 
for adults, $2.50 for 
pensioners and children.
The concert’s star billing 
includes Pepper the Clown, 
a magic show, Richard 
Margison and Sherry Black. 
Proceeds will go to the 
ACLD.
classes
The Sidney-North Saanich branch of the regional 
library is sponsoring a series of free law classes in co­
operation with the People’s Law School of Vancouver.
The courses are designed to help lay people learn 
about the laws that govern their daily lives. Individual 
legal advise is not provided, but familiarity with the law 
will enable people to understand their legal problems, 
and to deal more effectively with lawyers and the court 
system.
Senior Citizens and the Law is the first free law course 
in the series. It will be held from 7:30 to 9:30 p.m. at 
Sidney library Oct. 24. Instructor John McCosh will 
talk about old age pension, Canada pension plan, 
pharmacare, welfare, housing grants and other benefits 
available to seniors.
Consumers and the Law is a two-part course running 
Nov. 6 and 7, 7:30 to 9:30 p.m, at the library. What 
protects you as a consumer from receiving spoilt or low- 
quality goods, and what are your responsibilities in any 
transaction? Instructor Davis Morris will discuss the 
various acts affecting the consumer as a buyer; ad­
vertising; services; credit; mortgages; and other im­
portant topics.
Planning your Small Business with Larry Vincent will 
be a two-part course, Nov. 16 from 7:30 to 9:30 p.m. 
and Nov. 17 from 9:30 to 11:30 a.m., which will 
examine incorporation, taxes, shareholders and par­
tners, management skills, finances and dealing with the 
government and financial institutions. THEATRE REVIEW
Communal property in marriage has now become law 
in B.C. under the controversial, new Family Relations 
Act. This new act is one subject to be covered by in­
structor Sheryl Dunn in the course Women and the Law 
Nov. 27 from 7:30 to 9:30 p.m. She will discuss 
marriage and divorce, custody and access, maintenance, 
matrimonial property, human rights legislation, the 
Ctmadian Bill of Rights, criminal law.
Performance crisp, flawless
For further information about these free law classes, 
phone the library at 656-3713.
By
RONNORMAN 
The adage “a chain is 
only as strong as its weakest 
link” does not really hold 
true in the case of the
“Evening of One Act
SMALL CHARMING 
ENGLISH TYPE COHAGE 
FOR SALE
On one acre - McTavish Rd., flowering bushes - fruit 
trees-blackberries.
-OFFERS ~ AFTER 6 PM.-- r
656-1284
Plays” —three plays 
presented in a unique co­
operative effort by three 
local community theatre 
groups: the Fine Line 
Players, the Peninsula 
Players, and the Victoria 
Theatre Guild.
In fact, the success of 
“Evening” rests on the 
production’s two strongest 
plays and not on the single 
weak play. In a normal 
three-act production a poor 
act, especially the middle 
one, might send the 
audience home early; but 
not in a series of one-act 
plays.
Such is the nature of one- 
act plays that if one fails; 
you can always look ahead
to a new and hopefully 
fresh production.
That was the case with 
“Evening” presented at the 
Langham Court Theatre in 
Victoria, where the first 
play — Interview, and the 
third one — The Lady and 
the Travelling Salesman, 
were very strong.
Interview, presented by 
the Fine Line Players is a
As with Interview, the 
acting in The Lady and the 
Travelling Salesman is crisp 
and flawless. But the plot in 
“Salesman” is more 
conventional than Inter­
view, and riddled with 
m.ore humour.
the Peninsula Players, sees 
Marie-france Hayduk and 
Adrian Jarvis give excellent 
performances as the major 
characters.
more “ modern’
production which opens 
with multiple interview at a 
placement agency. From 
there the “plot” takes a 
number of twists, some of 
them very humourous, 
finally closing with the exit 
of both interviewers and 
interviewees as machines.
The play opens with 
Patricia baking flans for a 
“worthy cause” when her 
doctor husband’s old friend 
Harry (whom she has never 
met) arrives. The rest of the 
play sees the interaction 
between Harry and Patricia 
in the kitchen as she learns 
he is an armaments 
salesman, and he deals with 
her idealism.
The only real failure of 
the evening is the Victoria 
Theatre Guild’s production 
of “Come Into the Garden 
Maude”. The play plods 
along through two scenes, 
and unlike the other two 
plays does not get strong 
acting from the majority of 
its principal characters.
The play; presented by
All three plays will be 
staged again this weekend 
at the Parkland School 
Theatre beginning at 8 p.m. 
They’re well worth your 
time. .
©OLD BAK!
TROUBLED BY HIGH PRICES ?
STAY AND SAVE AT ion ion
THE MAYFAIR HOTEL
still only from $21.00 u;
A repeat of the fashion Mills Road last fall is 
show that packed the Royal scheduled again for Oct. 27' 
Canadian Legion Hall on at 8 p.m. Fall Fashions for
Mostly with full kitchens 




Weekly, monthly & family 
rates
For brochure and reservations write;
THE MAYFAIR HOTEL
B45 Mornbv St.. Vancouver, D.C, V6Z tVI or Phono ar«a 604>607*6751.
is pleased to announce 
the opening of his
General Practice of Medicine
No. 1-7819 East Saanich Road 
652-4313 after hours 388-6221
TO BE DRAWN JAN. 30, 1980
AT THE
CANADIAN IMPERIAL BANK OF COMMERCE
Sidney, 8.C
men and women will be 
modelled by auxiliary 
members wearing clothing 
from Sidney Fashion Flair, 
while men will be attired in 
the latest from Dormans.
Models are in their mid- 
20s to over 65 and range in 
size from 10 to 44. Taking 
part in this year’s show are 
Madge Ball, Marilyn Dew, 
Doreen Konrath, Dorothy 
Emmerson, Joan Martin, 
May Matthews, Isabel 
Nobel, Colleen Riddell, Lee 
Short, and Marge Andrew. 
Male models include Joe 
Ball, Budd Nunn, Derek 
Rolph, Bill Heber and John 
Elliott.
Music will be played by 
Irene Sinclair commentator 
is Vivian Wallace, who, 
assisted by Isabel Noble, 
also organizes the show. 
Refreshments served by 
Muriel Green and Caneda 
Herrington will be free, a 
bar will be available and 
there’ll be door prizes. 
Tickets now on sale at 
Sidney Fashion Flair, 












Just bocauso you onjoy a social drink or two doosiVt inonn you have a drinking 
problem. Unloss you add thorn all upn. thG drinks at lunch, odor work, boforo dining 
and after dinner, Scary isn’t It? And your drinking can soriou.sly affect your family, 
Alcohol has drowned a lot of dreams fora lot of people. But you don't hovo to bo one 
of thorn. Because you can say ''no” to tho drink you don’t need! 
ALCOHOL AWARENESS WEEK OCTOBER 22-26
Next wook Is Alcohol Awareness Week In British Columbia, Thoro are more than 60 
alcohol troatment sorvices funded l)y the Alcohol ond Drug Commission, Minislry of 
Health, and located throughout tho province, If you or someone closo to you Ivfs rf, 
drinking problem, contact us for hrslpi Alcohol and Drug Commission
Box 21,80,6 Wo.st Broadway 
, ,, Vudcouvof, D,C, VGZ1K1
Province of British Columbia 
Ministry of Health
ALCOHOL AND DRUG COMMIS.SION
PROCEEDS TO KIWANIS CHARITIES
Somebody
Cares!
Cares if you aro now in town 
I Kind ol lost; If you’veand foci
just added a now son or 
daughtor to your family; It 
HF. has finally asked you to 
become his wile; If you or
someone in your family is 


















At the top of his profession is young Lome Wenger who helps spruce 
up Sidney FTre Hall on Third Street by painting trim. Wenger and other 
painters for Sadler Painting Ltd. of Sidney finished touch-up work\ 
Friday.
Although Sidney council 
has already held two public 
hearings on the community 
plan — the second on Oct. 
10 — town administrator 
Geoff Logan says it’s 
possible a legal technicality 
may necessitate council 
going back to a third 
hearing.
At an Oct. 9 meeting, 
council approved a 
recommendation from the 
advisory planning com­
mittee to redesignate a 
section of the town from 
high density to medium 
density. The area is 
bounded by Henry on the 
north, .lames White 
Boulevard on the south. 
Seventh Street on the west 
and Resthaven on the east.
But the change wasn’t 
made before the community 
plan went to public hearing.
And what happens next 
— another public hearing 
or just straight forward 
adoption of the plan — 
depends on the in­
terpretation of the word 
“significant.” in the 
Municipal Act.
It’s very vague, there’s 
nothing clear in the act at 
all, Logan says. “All it says 
is that we are not supposed 
to make significant changes 
without going back to a 
public hearing.’’
Logan says he’ll be 
checking it out with the 
department of municipal 
affairs and will probably be 
reporting back to council at 
the Oct. 22 meeting.
At council’s second 
hearing, realtor Karel Drost 
and engineer Bob Ward 
spoke on behalf of the 
Sidney Hotel, managed by
Denis Paquette.
The hotel has three lots 
bordering on Bevan and 
Eastview which are now 
zoned institutional in the 
revised community plan. 
The existing zoning is in­
dustrial and Paquette told 
council at the hearing that 
he applied November, 1978, 
for the land to be rezoned 
residential.
Paquette said he thought 
the crux of the matter was 
public access, and assured 
council he would guarantee 
that access.
Ward, who spoke for 
Paquette on behalf of the 
Sidney-North Saanich 
chamber of commerce, said 
Paquette has supported and 
welcomed the proposed 
breakwater-harbour 
proposal which is planned 
in the vicinity of the Sidney 
Hotel. This has led to some 
criticism that Paquette will 
benefit when the break­
water goes in, but everyone 
will benefit, Ward said.
“1 submit Paquette is 
showing good faith and 
community spirit,” he said, 
after explaining that the 
hotel manager had plans for 
a public walkway across his 
property.
He pleaded that there 
were more than sufficient 
parks in the area, and that 
it was unnecessary the hotel 
property be designated 
institutional. He requested 
council withdraw the 
proposed institutional 
zoning on the property “on 
the understanding that 
public access not be 
restricted.”
Drost said if there was 
shortage of public access to
the waterfront he would 
agree private ownership 
should yield but there was 
the wharf and other access 
points, he said. He urged 
council to obtain the “best 
and highest use of land.”
Another request for a 
change in zoning came from 
a builder who told council 
he had that day purchased a 
3.1 acre parcel on White 
Brich Road and planned to 
build townhouses, 10 units 
to the acre, for retired and 
semi-retired people. He 
requested the zoning be 
changed to intermediate 
density.
Tom Cronk, a resident 
living in the White Birch 
Road area, said the request 
was preferable to one for 
high density but questioned 
the compatibility of the 
proposed development to 
the area which had two 
schools. Building com­
plexes that don’t attract 
family groups might be 
wasting the potential of the 
land, he said.
Former Sidney alderman 
Jim Lang told the hearing 
he was concerned about 
Resthaven and against the 
zoning of that land as 
institutional. He said he 
was concerned that “in 
times of high taxation that 
park would only be of 
benefit to restricted groups 
living in that area.”
Council was able to 
reassure some people who 
were concerned about the 
difference between the 
current zoning on their land 
and zoning in the com­
munity plan. One apart­
ment owner said his land 
was currently zoned high
density but low density was 
proposed in the community 
plan.
He was told by Mayor 
Norma Sealey his current 
zoning would stay but any 
future applications for 
zoning would need to 
conform to the community 
plan.
What if the apartment 
were damaged by fire or 
earthquake and the owners 
wanted to rebuild. W'ould 
council say it was now 
designated low density and 
the owners couldn’t build 
high density?
Zoning, Mayor Sealey 
said, does not disappear 
with property “Zoning is 
with the land, not the 
building. If the building 
disappears, the land is still 
zoned high density.”
Maybe future councils 
will alter things. We want it 
guaranteed for ever, the 
hearing was told.
Safety is written into the 
Municipal Act, Mayor 
Sealey said. “There’s a 
number of safeguards built 
into the system. 1 can see no 
foreseeable situation where 
that can change.”
(formerly






Open from 5:00 p.m. Daily
(CLOSED TUESDAYS)
- FULLY LICENCED -
For Reservations 656-4640
to be alive
AVE, SIDNEV (SS im
1x8 UTILin CEDAR CHANNEL SIDING 40* bd. ft.
1x8 No. 1 & 2 CHANNEL SIDING 60* bd. ft.
1x12 K.D. SPRUCE (Laminated) Good for Shelving SO* lin. ft.
CORK wide X Va" thick - firm density.
-good for Bulletin Boards
“We have no right to be 
alive,” was Brien Baker’s 
reaction to the crash bet­
ween his 8.5 metre wooden 
cruiser and the B.C. ferry 
Queen of Sidney of Oct. 6, 
in Active Pass.
Baker, of Lochside 
Drive, Sidney, said his 
cruiser was dragged down 
three-quarters the length of 
the ferry before he managed 
to finally break it free.
His wife Wilma sustained 
minor cuts to the back of 
her fingers while Baker 
ended up with a stiff neck 
for three days.
The Sidney couple’s 
ordeal began about 3:15 
p.m. when they were 
heading out of the eastern 
entrance to Active Pass en 
route to a fishing .spot 
outside of the pass.
Baker said they decided 
to turn around while still in 
the pass when they spotted 
a huge fog bank ahead of 
them. Baker said he and his 
wife were going to fish 
instead on the western side 
of an island.
Baker said he got the 
cruiser turned around very 
quickly “so I wasn’t
broadside in the pass” and 
was about a ferry length 
and a half away from the 
fog bank when Queen of 
Sidney ran them down.
“I wfas going about 10 to 
12 knots — just fast enough 
to maintain control against 
the current which was about 
four or five knots,” said 
Baker.
Baker, who was at the 
controls of the twin inboard 
Chris-Craft, said the ferry 
was almost on top of them 
when his wife first spotted 




Find out how by getting in on 
Enersave, a free government ser­
vice. It’s a personal home heating 
analysis that will pin-point exactly 
how much energy and money 
save by improving your 
insulation.
Send us th) coupon and we’ll 
mail you a simple questionnaire. 
When we receive your answere
we’ll send you back an easy-to- 
rcad computer printout. It will 
showyou exactly where to Insulate, 
how much to add, how much it 
will cost, how much you’ll save 
and the payback time on your 
investment
October is International 
Energy Conservation Month. Wliat 
better time to get in on Enersave.
contact was made.
He said the ferry came 
out of the fog in the same 
direction as the cruiser and 
caught his boat along the 
starboard side, trapping the 
cab and control section 
under the overhang.
“I didn’t have time to 
turn the wheel,” said 
Baker. The cruiser was 
pulled under the overhang 
for three-quarters the 
length of the ferry.
Baker said the entire 
upper deck of the cruiser 
“came right over top” of 
the couple and into the 
ocean. Meanwhile, he said 
he was pinned with the 
control panel under the 
ferry and his wife, who was 
almost thrown out of the 
boat, held onto a cupboard 
on the other side of the 
craft.
He yelled to his wife to 
grab the floater jackets 
from below, but she came 
up with two life jackets 
before going down a second 
time and coming up with 
the floater coats.
About this lime Baker 
managed to break free of 
the ferry by cutting the 
power to his port engine,
Baker said they did not 
receive any .serious injuries 
because when the ferry hit 
them from behind the upper 
deck war. pushed for'ward 
and away from them.
In addition, he said the 
collision was more a 
crunching than a jolt. It 
tipped the boat at a 45 
degree angle.
Baker .said that after the 
boat was freed it was
“panic time’’ as he hurried 
to see if it was still 
operational. A couple of 
pleasure boats following the 
ferry came out of the fog 
and Baker flagged them 
down for assistance. ■
The ferry also turned 
around and came back to 
see if Baker and his wife 
needed help. :
Baker said he thought the 
ferry was going much too: 
fast for the foggy con- 
'ditions. “If a ferry can’t 
slow down within a ferry 
and a half length then it is 
going too fast,” he said.
He said the captain could 
not have manoeuvered to 
starboard because he was 
too close to shore, and if he 
had turned to port he would 
have struck the Baker boat 
broadside.
Baker, said he cannot sec 
how he could have done 
anything else to prevent the 
collision. “I don’t think 
there is anything more I 
would do if 1 had to do it 
over again.”
He added that he is 
planning to proceed with 
legal action against the 
ferry corporation and met 
with representatives of the 
corporation Oct. 10 to view 
the cruiser and discuss the 
mishap.
Ferry corporate corn- 
numicalions nianiigcr Bill 
Bouchard has indicated that 
a formal report and inquiry 
will take place.
The Queen of Sidney had 
left Sturdic.s Bay on 
Oalinno Island nnd was on 
its normal run to l-ong 
Harbour on Salt Spring
Island when the collision 
occurred.
It was the second incident 
involving a B.C. ferry in 
Active Pass in the last two 
months. The Queen of 
AJberni ran aground on 
^Aug.,9.,;/'':}-7:
Protect your Concrete, Brick, Slate, from dusting, pitting, ice & salt, with
CONCRETE SEALER *10^%er gal.
PAINT THINNER-2 litre S9
STORE HOURS:
DAILY 8:30 - 6:00 
I THURS., FRI. 8:30 • 9:00 
SUNDAY 10:00 - 5:30
Morrse of SLiPEn savings!
EFFECTIVE WEDNESDAY, Downtovirn Sidney
-Sidney Hotel









Please rush me an Enersave Questionnaire today.
I want to save energy and mqney, English □ French □
Name:___ ^_____ _________________ —-_______
Address:_____________________ _______ _______
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Send to: Enersave Questionnaire 




or 9812 • 4th St.
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(Done on our new 
Permapieat Drapery Madiine)
25% off
F.norqy, Mines and Encircile, Mines el 
Resources Canada Rossources Canndri
Veil — we will (Mkf down tnd re-tiAUR your 
drtpei for n minimal vervlce charp.






































































Sidney, B.C. 656-1154 
SIDNEY
Drive by this quality home 
at 2239 Ardwell, then call 
for particulars and make an 
appointment to view. It is 
across from an attractive 
and unique log home. A 
park, with tennis courts, is 
planned for your enjoyment 











Gomfortable 3 bdrm. 
bungalow. Only 9-years- 
old. Separate laundry and 
storage room . Convenient 
location.
:,ov;;,neW'Listing;-
Terrifici 3 t>drm;;house with 
a complete suite in the 
basement., Beauti fully land­
scaped grounds. Seaview. 
^'$79,500.::.'';^'
NOW $140,000;- 
7;50 acre property just 
south of Sidney. Not only 
are there seaviews but there 
is also a part of the property 
on the ocean. 3 bdrm. 
bungalow. MLS.
SPLIT LEVEL 
Well-built 3 bdrm. home on 
a quiet cul-de-sac. There are 
many extras that make this 
home an excellent buy at 
$67,500. MLS.
BUILDING LOT 
.5 acre lot at Ardmore and 
Falkirk. Well is already in 











TATLOW & LAUREL 
V* - 1 ac. parcels on south 
slope. Treed and cleared, 
from $26,500
Karel Drost 656-2427 
SEAVIEW
Unique .7 ac. property 
onCurteis Point, with 
magnificent seaview. Level 
building site, watermain. 
$49,900.
Karel Drost 656-2427 
SIDNEY 
COMMERCIAL 
2 lots 54x100 level, cleared, 
close to Beacon. $85,000. 
Karel Drost 656-2427 
SEAVIEW
Large 5 bedroom family 
home set on .48 acre lot. 
Municipal water and well. 
Full bsmt. 2 fireplaces. 
Offered at $115,000. 
M.L.S.
Ben Richardson 656-6958
NEW AND GOOD USED P 
AT LOW PRICES.
buy • SELL • TRADE ,
See our stock of Wagon Wheels. 
DELL'S USED FURNITURE a 
ANTIQUE SALES 




Great family home in 
Sidney, 3 bedrooms with 
master ensuite, large kit­
chen, white brick fireplace 
in living room, double drive 
in garage. Great shape with 
plenty of room for ex­
pansion down. Well lan­




.;;- SIDNEY-' :' 
Three bedroom home on 
quiet cul-de-sac, spaceous, 
easy care type of home, 
very private fenced yard, 
double carport. Great for 




AUTOS % SCATS 
WAHTSS
73 DODGE CLUB CAB, '/»-ton, 
automatic, PS, PB, canopy, radlols, 
good condition, $26,500. 656-2625 42
77 HONDA CIVIC, $3.5000.6.0. 656- 
27 88 . 42
m BALE'
DOORSI B.C.’s lowest prices!
Prehung interior, $19.90; solid ex- 
terior prohmng, $49; panelled doors. 
$39; deodboll locks. $9.90; closet bi- 
folds. $11.90; Canada’s largest 
selection. Write or phone lor lurlhor 
information Walker Door Lid.. 266- 
7211. 1366 S.W. Marino Dr.. Van­
couver V6P 529 or 985-9714. 1589 
Garden Ave., N. Vancouver V7P 3A5.
33-tf
INCORPORATE! '$100 PLUE FILING' 
FEES. Incorporate yoursell - lost -' 
over the telephone. Our forms and 
typing services ore lawyer approved. 
Coll Self-Counsel Services loll free 
112-800-663-3035. Chorgex and
MastercljOLge approved.
DIVORCE! $100 PLUS FILING FEES. 
Obtain your uncontested divorce - 
lost - over the telephone. Our forms 
and typing services ore lawyer ap­
proved. Coll Sell-Counsel Services 
toll tree 112-800-663-3035. Chorgex 
and Mastercharge nccepied. 47-tf^
ALBERTA GRAIN-FED BEEF 
For information phone Bob at 381- 
6621. 29-tf
SAANICH ORCHARDS 
Freshly picked opples of form prices. 
Open doily. Phone652-2009. 38-lf
PRICED TO SELL, used Steel and or 
building (203 ft. x 115 ft.) by 80 ft. 
high. Clear Span 1 beams, angle iron, 
chonnels, roof, trusses, large oil 
tonks, oil various sizes and lengths 
and in good condition. Phone 539- 
2577 Satumo Island. 42
MANY BARGAINS at theSollsh Indian
Art & Croft Shop. Brentwood Boy at 
the ferry. Silver jewelry, beadwork, 
Indian sweaters, carvings, pictures, 
prints, etc. - ■' -' ;. 42
POSTAL-CODE ADDRESS-LABELS. By 
the HANDICAPPED. Script print up to 
6 lines 300 gummed labels $2.95. Mail 
order . & cheque to; Handicapped- 
Labels, Box 7111, Depot D, Victoria, 
B.C. V9B4Z2. 43
BUY DIRECT AND SAVE. Thermo- 
glazed, V aluminum , roplacement 
windows, sealed .linils, .inside..sidrth 
windovys. bubble sftylites. qlurhlnum 
patio'- covers. Coll --Alumlnoire 
Industries NOW986-6022. ! 42^
MANY BARGAINS at the Sallsh Indian: 
Art 8 Craft Shop, Brentwood Bay at 
the Ferry. Silver jewelry, bead work, 
Indian sweaters, carvings, pictures, 
prints, etc. 44
ONE LAZY BOY CHAIR, color gold, as 
new, $130. Phone otter 6 p.m. 656- 
4549. 42,
22 Vi ft. wood FIBREFLASS boat hull 
for sale. 656-2760. 43
;M1SC. WMTga
30" ELECTRIC RANGE. In good con- 
dltion. Phono 656-2471.^
ONE USED SHAMPOO SINK and chair. 
Coll collect 537-5746.42 
EQUIPMENT FOR SALE 
1973 CHEVY VAN, V4.fon, automatic. 
20.000 miles, one owner, $4,700. 656- 
5167 ofter6 p.m.^
LOWBED 1972 COLUMBIA 40ton 
double drop. Beaver toil, new Cops; 
also 1977 Konwoiih VIT troctor. 
Phone374-6942 or 374-4406 —Ed, 42 
SAGEBRUSH PERFORMANCE SALES. 
Hi-performance/mileage im­
provements. All kinds of speed 
equipment. Turbo charging our 
speclolty. Discounts to out of town 
customers, 204 Tronquille Rood, 
Komloops, B.C. Phone 376-0017. 42
COdD USED records, especially old. 
455 for personal collection. 474-1071 
.around supper time. -'29-tf.
HUMMEL FIGURES on^ plotes: Royal
Dalton Figures ond Toby Jugs also 
iMilitorio Swords, Bayonets, Bodges 
ond Medols. 383-0405; 386-0911. 18-tf 
WAYNE'S WAGON WHEEL STORE, 
7174 West Snonich Rd. Brentwood 
Boy, B.C. 652-3321. Buy - Sell - Trode. 
New • used items. 27-tf
HELP WASTES
TOWN OF SIDNEY
Applications will be received by the 
undersigned until 4 p.m., October 
25th. for fhe regular part-time 
position of Clerk/Typist 1. Hours of 
work wiil be 8:30 o.m. to 12:30 p.m. 
Monday to Friday and duties will be 
of o general clerical nature with 
some typing. Salary $5.75 per hour. 
Desirable quolificotions ore: com­
pletion of Grode 12, including or 
supplemented by typing courses, ■ 
some knowledge of office proctices 
and procedures and ability to deal 
with the public in a satisfactory 
manner.
G.S. Logon, A.C.I.S., C.M.C. 
Town Administrator 




GRADUATE NURSE WANTED for part- 
time work. 656-1309. 42
EXPERIENCED AUTOMOTIVE coun- 
terperson required by Vancouver 
Island Jobber In Courtenay and 
Compbell River. Resume to Box 107, 
Comox District Free Press, Cour­
tenay, B.C. Advise preferred 
location. 42
LADIES AND GENTLEMEN, port and 
lull time help needed In Sidney and 
Brentwood Area. Earn above 
overage wages. Phone 478-9566 . 24- 
tf.;
WOBE WBIITBD
GUTTERS RENEWED. Continuous 
seomloss aluminum gutters and 
downpipes. Oldo country tradesman. 
476-3798. 38-4
TOPPING AND FALUNG TREES. 
Clean-up, free estimates. Coll 385- 
7471; of ter 6 p.m, 388-7607. 39-tf
CLEANING PERSON EVERY FRIDAY, 
thorough, references. Central 
Soanich. Colt evenings. 652-2365. 42
MEDICAL SECRETARIAL, experienced, 
mature. Seeks pormonent port-time 
position. 652-3663. ^
unoracsMEiiTs
LAW CENTRE — LE'aAL AID CLINIC. 
Mondays. 1:45 to 4:30 p.m. 
Appointments only. Phono 656-1247. 
30-tf ;
BORN OCTOBER 9TH TO Dr. W.C. 
(Bill) ond Sonjo Inkster (nee Spaeth), 
o daughter. 7 lb. 12 oi., Alexis Lee. A 
first grondchild for Use and Heinz 
Spaeth of Modeiro Pork, B,C., and 




attention PLUMBERS. Looking for 
second-year apprenllcoihip. Will do 
plumbing while waiting. 652-1593.
41 -tl
WILL LOOK AFTER CHILDREN In my 
home. Sonsbury School area. 656- 
7034. 42
IF YOU ENJOY GARDENING, do It 
year-round, using on aluminum and 
gloss greenhousel Write for free 
brochure to B.C. Greenhouse 




TOO LITTLE TO SAVE 
Too much to dump
That's what mokes tho housewife 
plump.
So if you're beginning to look like o 
tub
Why not come ond join our TOPS 
club?
Monday morning 10 o.m. in St. Paul's 
Church. 2410 Melville St. 656-2654 or 
6S6-3B61.42 
COLLEGE COURSES AT HOME I 
Spoedwriting. shorthand, 
bookkeeping, business moth. Full­
time courses also ovoitoble. Contact 
Duffus College. 543 Seymour St.. 





Basement and cleon-up jobs. Phone 
652-4035; : 37-tf
BAZAAR AND TEA. Saturday.
October 20, 2-4 p.m. St. Mary's 
church, Cultro Avo, Saanichton. 
Home baking, handicrafts, flower
arrangements, white elephant. 42
ST. ANDREW'S MORNING GROUP, 
rummoge sole. Friday. Oct. 19th. 10 
o.m. • 1 p.m., Morgoret Voughn. 
Birch Hall, 4th Street. Sidney.^
LADIES* AUXILIARY to Branch 37, 
Royal Canadian Legion, presents the 
second annual "Fall Fashions for Gals 
ond Guys" at Legion Hall, Mills Rood 
Sidney, on Soturdoy. October 27, 8 
p.m. Tickets $2.50 including refresh­
ments. Available ot Sidney Fashion 
Flair and Dormon's. 43
VANDALISM AND OTHER OFFEP^S
ogoinst property will be the topic 
under discussion at a public meeting, 
sponsored by the Centrol Soanich 
Rotepoyors' Association, to be held 
at 7:30 p.m., Tuesday, October 23, 
1979 ot Stelly's secondary school, 
1627 Stelly's X Rood. There will be a 
pone! of distinguished guests, 
moderated by Don Koenig, professor 
of sociology. University of Victoria. 
Various views of the problem will be 
presented and questions and com­
ments from the floor will form the 
basis of 0 plan of oction to assist In 
alleviating the problem. All residents 
of Central Soanich ore urged to come 
and express their concerns. . 42 
COME TO ThF VICTORIA Singles
Happening Donee, Oct. 19 at the 
Leonardo Do Vinci Centro. 195 Boy St. 
Designed for ages 25 to 55. Music by 
Mr. Music. Admission $4 eoch by 
ticket only. Available at Hillside Moll 
Ticket Office. Phone 474-2618, 388- 
9465,364-5479. : v 42
THE MONTHLY MEETING of the 
Saonich Peninsula Multiple Sclerosis 
Support Group to be held Oct. 20. 1 
p.m. in the Panorama Leisure Centre 
lounge. 42
PEEgQNJlLg
DISCERNING ADULTS. Shop 
discreetly, send $5 for our latest 
cotologues of marital olds, lingerie 
ond jewelry. Direct Action Marketing 
Inc., Dept. Y.K. Box 3268, Von- 
couver, B.C.V6B3X9.^2
HUMANITY IS UKE a bird with its two 
wings — the one is mole the other 
female. Unless both wings ore strong 
and impelled by some common force 





and fed up with the discos and clubs 
and Ihe "Plostic" people you've been 
meeting???
If so. lake Ibe first step to social 












SEA & MOUNTAIN 
. VIEWS
Move righl inio this 4th 
floor contlominium nnd 
enjoy the great views of the 
Gulf Islands from the living 
room and moimtnin views 
from the bedrooms. 
Ikuuiifully carpeted LR Si 
DR, w'ith thermopane glass 
door leading to delightful 
balcony. Convenient 
kitchen with dishwasher, 
fridge, and range. This 
building has many common 
area features such ns 
.lacuzzi, sauna, work.shop 
etc, For further in 
formation about this brand 
new condominium and 
other suites in the same 
building please give us a 
call,
IIEUM 
Due to the pre.sent demand 
for housing wc arc in great 
need of residemiut listmgi 
In the $50 ♦ $70,000 range. 
For immediate action in 
selling your home, please 
call.
DIRECT FROM BUILDER 
Brand Naw 
$55,900
Three bedroom*, carport, Thermo 
Windows, Heavy Insulation, 
Heatllator fireplace, two blocks from 
shopping, five year warranty, tor 
more Information phone Mike 656- 
4066 or Vic 656-4003 onyllmo. 4B
RESTAURANT LOCATED ol Doose 
Lake, B.C. 200' off HIghwoy 37. 
Inquiries lo; Nona Blond. Box 3211, 
Smithori, B.C, or phono B47-9285 
otlerSp.m. ^
PAT BAY LOTS
'/, acre lots, 100'x21S' now on solo. 
Mills Rood at West Saonich Rood. Cjty 
water. Paved roods. View ol Pol Boy.






ImrnodioUi oauparicy, luxurious 
now, One bdrm. ond dorr; two bdrm.; 
Iwrj brlrrn, ond don; $360 $4M, Woll- 
In wall, lt)p Hoot lullns hovo loll nntl 
skyliuhl. EUtvolor. lockod enlroncn. 
Neof «liei|iplng and hus, Motuto 
(xtulls. No pots. Sen tosliioni 
monoBoi, suit* 103 or coll 5Wi 3060, 
'.Ift-lt




MULTI-FAMILY GARAGE SALE, north 
ond ol Third St, (Robert's Boy), Ocl. 
20-21, 10 o.rn. • 5 p.m. Mlsc,
household Items and antique 
knlcknocks. Some furniture, clothing, 
construction materials, major ap­
pliances, Jacuzzi pump and sand 






OFFICE OR RETAIL JPACE AVAILABLE
October Ut, 400 sq, (l,, soennd (loor 
above lotonia Oortrinimr Bonk, 656 ,, 
1141. ______ _3MI
1.25 ACREt LIGHT mOUETRIAL with 
^,900 sq, (I, bldg, tor rent In Sidney. 
Whole or puflloiii Coll 3H5'7’/21, 34q(
K OF f HAli I Woddlnos, meetings, 
Ounces, Porllos, etc, For moce Itn 
tcirmnllon gbone bMi- 26dl
TWO BEDROOM DUPLEX lor rent*
Weller Ave., Sidney. AvoilciWe Nov, 
I. 656-3607 ollBf 4 p.m, 42
ATTENTION AIRCRAFT OWNERI
2S70's Edo Floats. Good condition, 
complolo gear lor Cessna 160 or IBS, 
$6,500.' Contact Al Booeb, Burns Loko, 
Phono 692-3423,42 
DOORS. B.C.'s lowest prices. Pro- 
hung Interior, $19,90; solid exterior 
prohung, $49; panelled doors, $39; 
Deodboll lock, $9,90; closet bl-lolds, 
$13.90. Conudo'S largest selecMon. 
Write or phono lor lurlhor In- 
lormotlon; Walker Door Ltd., 266- 
7211, 1366 S.W. Morirre Dr., Von- 
couvor, D.C, V6P 5Z9 or 905-9714, 
15119 Gordon Ave,, North Voncouvor, 
B.C,V7P3A5. K
ATCO BUNKHOUSES. 10x52, 10x20, 
mtihogony Interiors, good to ox- 
cellont condition. Located Mica 
Townsllo, $500 lo $2,000, loaded your 
Irollor, Some washrooms, lutnocos. 





JUST ME ^ 
Owner Wilf Dorman gives 







The largest one stop 
.I'.qiiipmenl Rental Yard on 
;lhc Saanicli Peninsula. 
Aiilhori/ed de;ilcr for, 
TORO. LAWNBOY and' 
.iNAl’PER.












' NOTARY PUBLIC ,
CHRIITIAN FAMILY with three small 
children seek house (or ten! In 
Sidney/North Soonlclt, by November
IS. 652-499S,___ _______ ^ 42
WANTID*
Hams# or coblii to rent or toteloke lor 
wlntei moiillis, Will i-uie (or plonti, 
(let nnd yard, Responsible couple 
wlib teleieiices. Leave itiessuge ol 
S95 2729ciUe(3p,m. 42
iiDROOM' UOUitr ot>wTmerv!’,
townhousM. duplex or Irnller 
rvqulied Immediolely In Ifie Sidney 
oteo (or leoxhet ond two children. 
011516*2 or SMRWI (oik (<w ». 
Wes He).,, 42
length 4U tl. Needed irnimxlipielyi 
Couple leslarlng bool, leove 
ines*njeol596-2?29o(ier3p_.m. 42 
BWONliErFAjiAllY BIOUliM^^
3 bedificiinolder (lome with qr.reoge 
in Nnrih At Cldxxy men
Ptw»rte6i2-9339<jlt»( S p,m. *‘i
DART PlAYtltl' SPECIAL, nigltls 
shads, mix-molch ony three sets 
Only $2.50. Stole site of shall 3/16 or 
V, ihieod. Send monoy order to J. 
Dean, 417 Alexonder Ave,, 
Komloops, a,<:,V2B3R5. 42
FOR ■fitil Bi'if lElECfrOFrillwesiern
Coiindo ol CANUCK ond NHL 
souvonlii, Write (or moll oiclor list, 
Cnnucki Publliltlng Ltd,, 100 North 
Renfrew Street Vonrnuver, B C, V5K 
3N’(,  ̂ 42
OArBTnFR'I FARMTsiorlng potoloei,
Cxems or Reds $5 pet 100 lbs, Sloilitg 
onions, $4,50 per 50 llii, Carrots. $4 
per 50 lbs. Hard cobboge, $4,50 per 
50 lbs., olio beets, pumpkins, iquoilt 
cind mote, Open dolly 16975 64 
Avenue, Surrey. Phone 574-59B0, 
Chorgex ciccepletb„ 4'J
FRINCH KlNa-llIlTlbT IStio; two
rheslottloldchalis, Inmps, kitchen 
cholti, rug, lot* o( house plonti, 
heolilolor, boy's MusIchiQ bike, TM 
onlemto, extension lotlder, 
numerous boy's ond girl’s toys, clieil 
ot d(j>wei's nnd curloltts._656j3290^jj2
MAN'rTimFTiAriToFTircYCu,
excellent condition, 1115. 656 (jft42 or
656-361 _ ______________ 42
IWoFlMXiriABilF'plTiniulch,
656_(J95,______________ ____ 42
kITcHrN’'TuTfi7™Z Otlxitite .and 
leollieiella Iwr, two good sinks wild 
bxtuie. Ilshing rods, reels I; tackle, 
lienvy-duty wtvtk bentti, S" extra 
(Mtovy vise ond grinder, ’21" Lownboy 
rwiwer mnwer, tools, 20-oauge 
sbolgun ixid sliollt, 12' tllnker boot 
rtnd mninr In escnllent conHlIInn. 
tnwnne lloals. Hie jnckel, etc,, etc. 
Uturt.. fri,, Sot , Sun,, t1-8 p,m. 215 
Atdrnnre Dilve. __ _ _____ __42
mowBTIF vikiNoTfovE,’Tioo”'i
Innlis diver, 165, Moytrsfl wrlnoer 
wosliel. $25, Ad In eiiellent con- 
dilion. travelling dog coge, I2S; 36" 
twin beds, ponel bend'(not boords, 
$50 Cl polti old 6«k dining cirm (hole, 
Misoited used.bth.k*, «0c eulti, 
Tercn 9(1x,Wlx lelescrx-ie with tilfcyfl. 
|2l,Ph<i,ne6$2.$(i93olier4p,m. 42
A III li(iri/c’d .
Winranly 
Service CentI’L.'.
DOORSI B.C.'S LOWEST PRICESI
Piobung inlorioi. $19.90; solid ox 
nnior prtthung, $49; poiiolind daors. 
$39; doodboll locks, $9.90, tlosol 
blloldv, 113 90. Cemndn's lorciost 
soliit.ticiii, Willn nr phnnii Ini luitber 
inloimnllpn Wolkor Door l.td,, 266 
7211, 130 S.W. Mnilne Oi., Van 
touvoi. V6P 579 or 983 9714, 1589 





garden IERVICIi Pruning 
Von Silniikmonn. 656-1990,
iOTOVATTNO”"'’-'"’ snliilT!” powei (ul 
moclilno lor (iskibllsbod gnidrins 
BobMoiniion, 656-4772,
TYPING DONE IN RAY HOME 
Rensonoble toliis. Prompt stnvice 
lelinrs, , ilalemenH, momtscrlpls, 
etc. Phono Delores nt 652-2621 or
652-464^ _ _______ ______ _ ____ Wjj
BRAND new" Mol'f
ncwvlnints, never lived cel iiploi I5c 
but con be ilHin!)i>d, lihml ('’i 
tomimxtilv imwcpnfims W« hove 1 
ril llint-ii nnwslottdv toi vole ol SlOO 
ixich, Wnio limes Pilnllng mul 
PiiblisliilKi, 14’2'2 Piimbiokn Aye, 
Nciilb Vcinccmvei V7P W m plumii 
9811 7531 dnys, 92'2 2761 evtmtnqv






Again available for 
Siilncy aiu.1 Minoimding 
tll.Ml’U'l. CiOlhI Wulh 




Never wax your car again 





Vinyi Root Revitalizatiim ^ _
LEDAL
If you thought October was pretty 
warm, perhaps even record setting, 
don’t bet the family farm on it because it 
doesn’t even come close to the one we 
had in 1970, or 1964, or even the 
October of 1961, for that matter.
The word from Victoria Airport 
weather office is that this October is 
above average to be sure, but not a 
record.
The airport’s Norm Dressier told The 
Review that through the first nine days 
of October, eight had been “mostly 
sunny’’ with the mean maximum 
temperature of 18.9° Celsius.
“That’s a fair bit above the normal 
maximum which is 14.2° Celsius” said 
Dressier.
But he said the 18.9° temperature is 
still well below the mean maximums for 
October set in 1970, 1964 and 1961 — , 
“they were all a mean maximum of 22° 
Celsius.”
But that is not to suggest we are 
having a bad year. In fact. Dressier said, 
“It’s been a pretty good year so far”.
especially in terms.of sunshine.
Thus far this' year we have had some 
141 hours more sunshine than normal, 
with a total of about 1,932 hours.
But again. Dressier points out that in 
1974 October started out with eight 
straight days of sunshine, a few days of 
cloud and rain, and then 13 straight days 
of sun again in the middle of the month. 
However, temperatures were more 
around normal that year.
Still, we have set a single day record 
and that was Oct. 2 when it hit 22° 
Celsius here, which was slightly better 
than the 21 ° Celsius record set in 1951.
The reason behind the fine weather 
and warm temperatures this year is the 
combination of a high pressure over the 
province and a southerly flow bringing' 
in warm air, said Dressier.
Some years we get the sun, he said, 
but a northerly flow cools things off.
In any event, the fine weather this 
year means an extended summer for 




To buy or sell, coll 334'7345.
INCORPORATE! $100 + filing fees. 
We prepare your incorporation, 
papers over the phone — fast. For . 
more information iol! THE LAW 
SHOPPE of JACK D. JAMES. M.B.A. 
LLB, toll-free 112-800-663-3035 (In 
Vancouver oreo coll 687-2442).
Chorgex and Mosterchorge
welcomed. 38-tf
DIVORCEI $100 4- filing fees. We 
prepare your divorce papers over the 
phone — fast. For more information 
call THE LAW SHOPPE of JACK D - 
JAMES: M.B.A , LLB, toll-free 112- 
800-663*3035 (in Voncouver oreo coll 
^7-2442). Chorgex ^ and Moster- 
chorqe welcomed. " 38-tf
SAANICH PENINSULA Guidance 
Association, services for the fomlly. 
Individual, marriage and family 
counselling. 656-1247, 2440 Sidney 
Ave. (TownHoil). • 43
PETS 6IITOOCS
B.C. SIMMENTAL ASSOCIATION 
Annual Fall Solo, Saturday, 
November 3rd, 1 p.m. Chilliwack 
Fairgrounds, Chilliwack, D.C. 
Viewing cattle Fridoy, November 








Oporuiar. ol log landings; millill«i, 
rood, powar and [)lp«lln« dgkls ol 
way. ond comniorclol land r,loafing 
Orajofl*, ploase nolo; 
tllotilvo. mld-nlglii Oclobof ISih, 
1979, n Clns. "A" burning gormll I* 
((tquiriw.1 In tlio Vancouxor Forest 
Roglon lor burning dobris tosulllng 
Itoin ony Induilrlol oporollon, This 
Indudoi piled dobtli and logging 
ilo.li boingbrondcosi or spot burpod. 
Organliod ofoat wllliiii Ibo Roglon 
wo oxcludcxi,
■LOBT B mm
MOST VHAStk i.l pMikmlng owl 
Ifind.rnnlnq ol.ri onrdxn d»«)qr.. 
Coll Lliuilo* Voulrin, 65fi 1395 ollorS 
pm I(5J(,
LOST: Sololy Dopqsll Box koy. Phono 
6M_-_75n_7_.  _______________ 42
rOUNDi KITTEN, lobby and whito. 
wolo. 8 lo to wooks-old Found trn
3r_d__S!_iiMrt. 6!i6.|5_S4._____ 42
iourilMbNTtT-or6 FuTrliY otono~o 
mole kit Ion, Cull 656.3794, Roword,
, , ______________ _i wT DooTiTtiniiio/iiuiKY Hoi., 
Work and tun Choko drain with 
Nanaimo He, 8'79, Tnllow-Woln Rond 
yklnlly, Aniwot* lo the numo "Kilo". 
656-yi^ *7
ioiir’A RiNO’ln tho SIdnoy Fo7ry
wniihroarn. SonllmonfnI voluo. 
Reward J1i85-07iII6 filtor 6 p.w-........42
lbiTr0A*K~tT0Rn’.RIR6MI»i glouiH
In luolhor poudi, 656-3320._______ 42
FOUFibl ItAckcATwil'M’xTo 
N. Fmnnlfh by Totlow Rd. Ph. 656- 
591 6 4 2
SUSIHEgS PERSOMAIS
COMMtECuT^fiTm
Ifomodloioly m now h»l*l, '}3'x25' 
moln fluoi, Prolor min's ond ladloi 
hoir stylist., Fufihoi inlorrruiliop,
l.l,iliM-l UlUi.swHk tluloi. bux -vuU,
Vermilion Alto Ptiooo 403 983-5943, 
oskJorJotk, _ _ 42
»AiN""A"licON0"liNCO65ri*0rn
lax pi oprtfoiloft ol homo, for
lioo broehuro wrilotl • • Tow Sxhrsnl 
1345 Pow^lno Highwov, WInnIpog, 
Mawlaba,tt3T 3ft6, No obHgn tmn, 4-J
Open House 
planned
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford 
M. Pearson, 9320 Lpchslde 
Drive, Sidney, were married 
50 years ago this Nov. 11, 
but will be celebrating their 
golden wedding anniversary 
at an open house to be held 
Oct. 20, at the Royal 
Canadian Legion Hall, 
1660 Mills Road.
The couple will be 
pleased to greet their many 
friends and relatives bet­
ween 2 and 5 p.m. and 
again from 7 p.m, onwards.
The Pearsons were 
married in Sidney in 1929 
by the late Rev, Dr. M.W. 
Lees at the home of Mrs. 
Pearson's father, the laic 
Nathan Fi. Watts, on 
Pleasant Street in Sidney, 
and have been residents of 
Sidney since that time,
Permit
values
Sidney building permits 
values for September 
jumped by more than 26 
limes those of September 
1978, according to recently 
rclen.sed figures from the 
Town of Sidney.
The permit values went 
from $47,180 in 1978 to 
$1,233,637 this September. 
Residential permits ac- 
eovmied for the bulk of 
values for September, and 
included permits for the 
construction of 23 houses 




Monday through Friday 
centre open, cards, library, 
billiards, morning coffee, 
afternoon tea.
Monday:- 10 a.m. dance 
for fun, quilting, billiards; 
noon, lunch; 12:30 p.m. 
ceramics; 1:30 p.m. swim 
club; 2 p.m. films; Grey 
Owl 7:30, bingo.
Tuesday: - 9:30 a.m. 
lapidary; 10:00 a.m. 
Serenaders practice, 
painting; noon, lunch; 1:00 
p.m. whist, crochet, 
painting; 7 p.m. shuf- a 
fleboard and games night. ^
Wednesday: 10 a.m. 
novelties; noon, hot dinner;
1 p.m. discussion group, 
Marg Bosher - Halloween 2 
p.m., concert; Pearly Gang 
7:30 duplicate bridge.
Thursday: 9:30 a.m. 
lapidary; 10 a.m. weaving, 
carpet bowling; noon, 
lunch; 1 p.m. bridge, 
dressmaking, weaving; 7 
p.m. crib.
Friday: 10 a.m. beads, 
senior ceramics, quilting; 
keep fit, noon, , lunch; 1 
p.m. chess club. Silver “T” 
Bells practice, creative 
writing 2 p.m. Jacko 7 
p.m. evening cards; 
Sataurday and Sunday open 
1 p.m. to 4 p.m, for drop- 
ins:
Anyone interested in 
instructing a Spanish class 
please contact Sidney Silver 
Threads.
Letters for business; letters for fun;
If they need to be typed — SUNSHINE ’ s the one.
Sunshine Secretarial Service]
656-5641 2452 Beacon Ave.
Housekeeper Required
Part time housekeeper required, two to 





St. Andrew's Morning Group
RUMf^AGE SALE










AT THE LATCH 
Members of Sidney- 
North Saanich chamber of 
commerce will start their 
general meeting with dinner 
and cocktttils at 6 p.m. 
Thursday at The Latch on 
Harbor Road. The 
chamber's dinner meetings 
arc ustially held at Sidney 




City of Gardens Chapter 
of Sweet Adelines Inc., 
presents its fall sh6w 
Hooray for Barbership at 
the McPherson Playhouse 
Oct. 26 and 27 at 8 p.m. 
Featured will be the City of 
Gardens Chorus nnd the 
Commencement Bay 
Flounders and Seafood 
Conspiracy male quartet, 
with special guest Toni 
Sinclair. Dany Bowman 
will be the master of 
ceremonies,
tickets are avuiiuUle 
from the McPherson box 
office, Hillside ticket 
booth, Brandy wiiie- 
Colwood nnd Miramar 
Cards and Things - Sidney. 
There’s a $1 discount on 
Friday only to students and 
senior citizens.
LISTINGS WANTED
We have very few listings left and urgently require 
more. Houses are selling and we’d like to help sell 
yours. Call us if you would like lo discuss any 
aspect of Real Estate, Wc promise honest sincere 
opinions without obligation. Deal with your 











47’ C.S. B,C. Pilot Boat, GM 671 Alli.son Gear, 
Onan 32/llov. Aux, Radar, VHF, AM, SSB, 
Sounder, H,W. Heal, Oven, Beaufort 8 man 





9520 Ardmort Dr. Sidney, B.C.
(name to be removed at time at sale)
----- -------------------------------------------- iTTiinrn'titifiiMiiiifi










Atl types of brick and block work, 
new fireplaces or repair your old 




Hour or by Contract. 




Stucco - Drywall 






Renovations - Concrete 
rPlacirigSt'Driveways -t 









1864 John Rd. 
656-2691






I SIDNEY BUILDER |
I Now specializing in | 
g finishing carpentry, ■
cabinets and built-ins,
• rumpus rooms, repairs, I 
I additions — no job too | 
{ small. j
I Renovate and Save i













































®22 years plumbing 
experience in B.C. 


















Residentoil, Commerciol and 
Golf Course Construction.





Fence Posts, Digging, 50 



































“Big or small 
we will do them all”





CONTRA CTING L TD.
Specializing in





















24120 Beacon A ve. 
Sidney, B. C. 656-5551
Backhoe Work, Trucking \
BACK FILLING — LOADING 
SEPTIC TANKS 
FILTER BEDS 
SEWER STORM DRAINS 
WATER LINES




KEYS • LOCKS 
LUBRICANTS




and Tractor Service 
Rotovating & Levelling 






















2453 Beacon Ave. 
Sidney, B.C.
656-1421



























Government certified technician 
with 35 years experience in 








10651 McDonald Pork Rd. 
656-2127 Sidney
APEX STEEL LTD.
COMPLETE BOILER REPAIRS 
FABRICATING S WELDING 
GOVERNMENT APPROVED 









8S20 LOCHSIDE DR. 656-2015
SIDNEY GLASS
MtTFine, Auto & Sofety Gloss 






















ROY’S ALLBAY M ARINESERVICES LTD. 
2238 Harbour Rd. - Sidney 
656-7023
nm^uT/fir
FACTORY AUTHORIZED REPAIR SHOP 
O.M.C. STERN DRIVE - JOHNSON AND 
EVINRUDE OUTBOARDS. MERCRUISER 
STERN DRIVE.




2068 Henry Ave. 
Sidney, B.C.




To Leather & Suede 
Garments expertly done 



























Stool & Aluminum Mlg Wolding, 









Serving Sidney, Central 
& North Saanich.
656-1920
REPAIRS AND TUNE-UPS, 
lAWNMOWERS, ROTOTIllERS 
AND OUTBOARDS 
Wa bu/ old and loll rocon- 
dlllonnd lawnmowan, etc. Eras 
pick.up anddelivary. Raatonabla 
rulu».
Phan* Pof 636-4 244.
JET-VAC
Furnaces, Fireplaces, 
Duct work, Chimncy.s, 





Some of you will already have begun to clear out your 
annual beds, and the rest of us will have to soon. There 
are few things that look more forlorn than a bed of 
petunias after a few days of rain, but after clearing the 
beds and putting the petunias, etc., in the compost, the 
ground will look terribly bare, and you will get that 
sinking feeling that winter is almost upon us.
There is no need to leave the soil empty all winter . . . 
this is the very best time to plant so many things. I have 
mentioned perennials so many times, but if you will 
forgive me I’d like to say it just one more time. You will 
be so pleased if you do put at least some in, every fall, 
and again in the spring, so that eventually you are no 
longer a slave to the annual bedding plants, lovely as 
they are.
Unfortunately, the perennials don’t look their 
brightest and most beautiful right now; it has been hot 
and dry for so long, most of them look rather brown, or 
are shedding their leaves entirely. No matter how sad 
the foliage looks, it is the root that is important, so look 
for good, healthy root clumps.
You may find some real bargains at local church sales 
at this time of year, or you may have to look in a 
nursery . . . you will find that perennials are generally a 
little more expensive than the annuals, but that is un­
derstandable when you consider that you will have them 
for years, and within three years to be able to divide the 
original clump into two, or probably three large 
plantings which you can spread around the garden.
Faced with those empty flower beds, maybe you 
should plan for something that will bloom in the dead of 
winter. We in B.C. are rather smug about such things as 
a rose on the table on Christmas day, but it is pure 
delight to those of you who are newly arrived from 
further east, or even from the interior of the province.
And it need not be just a rose . . . unless the winter is 
unusually “cold and dreary”. What about a few 
primroses, a small bouquet of winter pansies, maybe a 
snowdrop or two with perhaps a few sprigs of winter 
jasmine, with its beautiful yellow blossoms, and if you 
are lucky even a few winter aconite, looking like tiny' 
buttercups with bright green collars.
The winter jasmine is a shrub that does best against a 
house or fence, and has a vaguely vulgar name ... 
jasmine nudiflorum . v . you prune the shrub as you 
pick the bloom. Another very early bloomer is the 
daphne, which will eventually reach about three or four 
feel in height, Euid has a fragrance that drives men mad;
Some camellias and some rhododendrons will aiso Wl 
blossom in January and February, and th^ Viburnum' 
itinus has pink buds that remain all winter, finally 
opening lo a white flower in January or February.
When you plant your tulips and daffodils, narcissi, 
crocus, etc., consider planting winter pansies on top, or 
something Russ Simpson suggested — scatter forget- 
me-not seed over the bed, and rake it in. It should 
germinate in the spring in time to provide an elegant 
carpet of blue under your flowering bulbs, and help to 
conceal the dying foliage later.
For those of you who are half drowning in a sea of 
green tomatoes, here is a recipe suggested by Connie ‘ 
Kingerlec, and kindly provided some years ago by Bunty 
Watt, of Land’s End Road, when she found me in a 
terrible pickle (pun intended). It’s for green tomato 
mincemeat, and is the most delicious I have ever tasted 
(I apologize Grandma, 1 thought yours was THE best 
until I tried this.)
5 Ib. peeled apples (any kind will do), 5 lb. green 
tomatoes, 2 lb. sticky raisins, 4Vi lb. brown sugar, 'A 
lb. butter (I think butter is belter than margarine for 
this), I'/i cups cider vinegar, 1 tsp. cloves, 1 tsp. nut­
meg, 1 tsp. allspice and 1 tsp. cinnamon.
Mince tomatoes and drain, mince apples ond raisins 
and put everything into a large saucepan and boilgently 
for 1'/4 hours. Pack into quart sealers (sterilized) and 
seal. Currants, peels and nuts may be added if you like.
Really the nicest way to use green tomatoes 1 can 
think of.
r
A & B BOAT TOPS
Com()l»l« Boil Upholilarv 
Convoi Boat Topi 
ComparCiiihlopi 
R»()ali»










•CA T WORK 
• TRUCKING
“No Job looliirKe 
or too smull"













Sidney, B.C. Phona 636.6120







AUo Houllpq Will dallvor ono lo 
IliroB ynrd* ol mod pi yif/y«l,
656-5671







trfLbiNCT'S' <4' ft.'K.Wi Tu'k-C—
DA Smithson & Sons lt(|.
WATER mi DRILLING
Water I.ine.s, Trcncliing








V iih SK.HT Ahi’lAJALI Y
• ADJUST A VOICE HAMMERS
AC riON & SOUND SliRVlCF TO 
IHJIll.lC- TEACHERS,
.SCHOOL Of MUSIC, CEUIISA CHURCHES 









Don Hay, 670 Lands Ends Rond, wns installed m 
president of the Kiwanls Club of;, Sidney at the 
organization’s annual Installation meeting, Oct. 4 at the
TrftvelmJfAon Itencon Ave,
Hny, wlio has been an active KIwanInn for several years 
faicceeds Glen Douglas us picsident of the .service 
oiganliation, Don Hay ls abnker at Sidney Bukery.
iWm iM.skaiUd at the Oo. 4 lUcciioti Weic; liiivc 
McDonald 202.5 Ardwell Ave., vice-president; Glen 
Douglas 2136 Malavicy/ Ave., secretary; and Eric Hansen 
, 2453 Beacon Ave., iK'usurcr.
In acicptiftis, his new office, Hay pledged' his ad­
ministration to a continuation of the community service 
piejects which his dub has sponsored in the past in Sidney.





Free Law Course 
on problems, plans & benefits
Oct 24th, 7:30 - 9:30 p.m.
at
Sidney Library - 656-3713
Hag Poctor.
The only'steam''carpet cleaner^ 
with the Vibrating brush.
Cleans upholstery too!
You can do it yourself. Just 
sec how Rug Doctor’s 
exclusive vibrating brush 
steam cleaning action 
goes to work on / 
your home, auto, R.V.,'^ 
carpets & upholstery!
— SIDNEY SUPER FOODS, 2531 BEACON 
AVE., SIDNEY
— BRENTWOOD HARDWARE, TRAFALGAR 
SQUARE, BRENTWOOD. 652-2822.
Double-ring ceremony unites couple ||
Catherine Mary, eldest 
daughter of Dr. Thomas A. 
Lebbetter and Mrs. Elinor 
Lebbetter, and Ean Wesley, 
only son of Mr. and Mrs. 
William Cowell, were 
united in marriage Sept. 29, 
1979, at Sacred Heart 
Church. Father Ray 
Cunningham officiated at 
the double-ring cereriiony.
The bride, given in 
marriage by her father, 
wore an elegant gown of 
sheer silk over taffeta, the 
medieval neckline and fitted 
bodice adorned with lace 
appliques and embroidered 
pearls. She carried a 
cascade of terracotta and 
white roses with baby’s 
breath.
Maid of honor was the 
brides sister, Ann, who 
wore a full-length gown in a 
terracotta shade with a low
neckline and a short-sleeved 
cape. Bridesmaids Patti 
Lebbetter, sister of the 
bride; Christine Cowell, 
sister of the groom; Janice 
Brown and Leah Thomson, 
and Georgie Cowell, junior 
bridesmaid and sister of the 
groom, looked lovely in 
full-length terracotta gowns 
with ruffled necklines.
Flower girl was Lenora 
Gear who chose a long, 
patterned peach colored 
dress. The bride’s atendants 
carried bouquets of
terracotta rose, yellow 
mums and baby’s breath.
The groom wore a white 
tuxedo jacket with black 
pants and a white rose 
boutonniere. Best man was 
Robert Bowcott, ushers 
were Tom Lebbetter, the 
bride’s brother, Ken
Poskitt, Roger Schiller,
Randy Palmer and Scott 
Hemphill. Ring bearer was 
Andrew Gear. The groom’s 
attendants wore dark 
brown suits with ruffled 
beige shirts and yellow 
mums as boutonnieres.
During the signing of the 
register William Brennan 
played a trombone solo, 
Schubert’s Ave Maria.
Guests present included 
the groom’s paternal greats 
grandmother, Mrs. Mary 
Cowell of Sidney; the 
groom’s maternal gran­
dmother, Mrs. Kathy 
Moffit, of Nanaimo; and 
the bride’s maternal 
grandmother, Mrs. Ger­
trude Shaw of Victoria.
Following a honeymoon 
in Harrison Hot Springs, 
the couple will reside in 
Sidney.
By Tom Cronk
After a full year of 
waiting and an expenditure 
of S12,p00, Saanich 
Cablevision has received 
delivery of electronic 
equipment which will 
provide up-to-the-minute 
weather information and a 
public notice board for area 
viewers.
Basis for the system is a 
character generator — a 
typewriter-like keyboard 
unit, with a brain called a 
“micro-processor” which is 
very tiny, approximately 
one-half inch square, and 
has been programmed by a 
master computer to per­
form the entire range of 
functions required by the 
new .system.
Weather information will
DISTRICT OF NORTH SAANICH
Applications arc invited for the full-time position of Equipment Operator 
with the public works section of the municipality. The successful applicant 
must be an experienced back hoc operator and capable of operating a grader, 
grass cutting equipments and other equipments used by the department. The 
principal duties or work performed will be the operating and maintaining of a 
back hoe but the person will also be required to perform duties of a lesser 
classification.
During the six months probation period, the position will be an Equipment 
Operator “B". The 1979 union rate of salary is $8.06 per hour. Should the 
person be ncccpled as a permanent employee, the iH).sition will be reclassified 
as an Equipment Operator “A” and 1979 hourly rate is $8.52,
Applicants to provide a resume as to marital status, age, experience, 
qualifications and date available.
Applieutiorrs must be in the hairds of the Municipal Clerk, Box 2027, 
Sidney, B.C. V8L 3S3 by Friday, October 26lh, 1979 at 4:30 p.m.
E.F.'Fairs 
\ Municipal Clerk
be up-dated every four 
seconds. Information 
provided will be high and 
low temperatures for the 
calendar day; barometric 
pressure in kilopascals and 
whether it is increasing, 
decreasing, or remaining 
stable; daily and monthly 
rainfalk in tenths of cen­
timeters; wind direction and 
speed as well as the highest 
speed gust of that particular 
calendar day; and relative 
humidity.
One of the reasons 
delivery of the unit was 
overdue was the necessity to 
have the instruments record 
in metric measurements -- 
an unusual request ac­
cording to the Texas 
Instruments people who 
built the weather unit.
U.se of the notice system 
will be restricted to public 
service announcements, 
says Slanlakc, because the 
ruling body which controls 
content on community 
television systems, the 
CRTC, docs not allow 
advertising.
This effectively 
eliminates busirtess from 
advertising on the system, 
but groups such as the 
service clubs or amateur 
.sports associations will have 
access to the system in order 
to promote upcoming 
events.
Until space requirements 
dictate otherwise^ initial 
users of the system will be 
allowed their: choice of 
character size for their 
message, although Stanlake 
suggests that messages be 
consice. Choice of 
background colour and 
character colour choice will 
also be provided.
Decisions as to, which 
messages constitute public 
service bulletins and which 
constitute advertising (as 
defined by the CRTC) will 
be made by the station.
There was thought given 
to a system which would 
also provide up-to-the- 
minute ferries information, 
Stanlake says, but it would 
require re-programming of 
tbc unit, plus ' a Telex 
connection terminal, and 
would be an expensive 
proposition. At present 
there is no plan to expand 
on the system.
“This is far better for the 
groups who wish to display 
messages than the Victoria 
Cablevision system, which 
because of the sheer volume 
of input, necessitated the' 
installation of a 1,000 page 
memory,” says Stanlake.
‘‘That meant the 
messages were visible only 
one one-thousandth of the 
time, whereas our smaller 
system will allow visibility 
onc-fiftcenlh of tlie time.”
Peninsula People
Mr. and Mrs. I.orne California, Arizona,
Ritchie of 7261 Peden Lane 
have returned from an 18- 






9825 « 3rd St. 
Sidney, B.C. V8L 3S5
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9810 Fourth Si, Sidn^
•ALUMINUM - STEEL 
Tic & Mig Fabrication 
•MACHINING 








STEAK, PIZZA & SEAEOOD
(Under New Management)










OPE^ 7 DAYS A WEEK
7154 W. SAA^iCH RD.
We Reserve the Right to Limit Quantities While Stock Lasts
Prices Effective 
Oct. 17-21, 1979
GRADE W BEEF ^
SIRLOIN TIP STEAKLB.Z 
ROUND GRflOE'A’BEEF
STEAK ROAST
GRADE 'A’ BEEF BONELESS
RUMP ROAST
MAPLE LEAF NO. 1
BULK WIENERS











PORK BUn STEAK lb;
FRESH PICNIC SHOULDER .■
PORK BUn ROAST LB. I
GAINERS TRAY PACK .,
PORK SAUSAGE LB. 1 
COOKED HAM EACH r®
SCHNEIDER'S IR nz « 70




Mexico, Ihc Grand Canyon, 
Bryce Canyon and Saif 
Lake City.
Mr. and Mrs, Culltben 
M. Brown enjoyed a 
Tlmnksgiving holiday wiili 
their ditiightcr and son-in- 
law, Barbara nnd Bill 
F,Hi,son, and grand- 
d.'iugliicrs Sarnh nnd Kniby, 
in t*rinec George.
• * *
St. Stephen’s ACW met 
in the parisl) ball Oct, 3, To 
mark the Year of tlie Cliild 
a special donation was 
made lo tbc West Co.ist 
Mission. Cbief business of 
tbc meeting was planning 
the fall lea and bazaar to be 
)iGdintla.:h.dlOct.27.Rt2 
p.m. Stalls will include 
iiotne baking, plants nnd 
flowers, sewing and 
novelties and wbile 
depbant. Two stalls will be 
operated by tlie Coun- 
iryhidu I’layschool, which 
liiceih in $1. Sscpbtn's Hall 
during the week.
Tomato Ketchup
Heinz Best <| 49
32 OZ. btl. ....... I,
Paper Towels
Scott Viva 
2 roll pkg. .......
Sliced Mushrooms
M a Ling













Best Food « a
750 mL. Jar .....I
Mazola Oil
Pure Corn a 
750 ml. btl. . .. . J[ 49
Orange Juice
89'Minute Maid 12 OZ. tin ......
Iced Tea Mix
Nestles




12 OZ. pkg. ,. 1"







POTATOES 15 LB. BAG .,.,99'
LOCAL cabbage OR «
BULK CARROTS 2ik.29'
